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NEW COUNTY JAIL
SEEMS CERTAINTY

WEATHER FORECAST.

KELLOCK'S PLANS
WERE WELL LAID

Present Structure Affords But
Little Security

Secured All His Property Preparatory to Escape

Magistrate Welch Ascertains How
Crumbling Walls Are and Jailer
Expresses Apprehension.

Refuses Absolutely to Ile Photographed, Standing Ou His Legal
Rights,

EASY

4.11.1e CLEW TO HIS IDENTITY.

CAPE

FOR

INMATES.

•
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BILL BRYAN, BUILDER.

PRIMARY ENTRIES
CLOSE TOMORROW
It is Expected That Several
Will Pay In Fees
Apathy _Marks the Campaign Up To
This Time and Small Vote
Is Looked For.

GENERAL

POLITICAL—slag/VS

---o—
McCracken county will
have a
new jail. It will not be built this
year, but is assured,
within
the
next two or three years. Only one
thing stands in the way, the debt
created by the building of the new
county sanitarium. When this debt Is
wiped out the fiscal board will build
a new jail.
"The county needs a new jail, and
this will be the first improvement the
fiscal court will consider when the
poor house debt is wiped out," said
Magistrate John J. Illeich, . as he
scratched several Inches of rotten
mortar from between bricks inside
the jail yesterday afternoon.
He
had gone there in the interest of
the county to examine the hole made
by James Taylor, a prisoner, who
tried to liberate himself and other
prisoners.
"You can readily see how rotten
the walls are," Jailer Baker explained, and with this he exhibited numerous boles where prisoners had
scraped away mortar with spoons. "I
have to exercise the keenest vigilance even in the day time when prisoners isre turned into the corridors
for exercise."
"That jail has been an expen
the county for years", Justice leico
continued. "It is old an d •rn out.
The cost of repairing th
ge in the
continued. "It is old nd worn out.
parts in repair w Id nearly
pay
for a new jail a I, for one, am In
favor of a 11911 jail. I have talked
with other embers of the board and
think a ajority is in favor of it."
TENNIS VS. FOOTBALL.
/

"Bob" Wrenn Says the Former Is
More Exhausting.
Many persons carelesely class tenths with golf as a gentle pastime
hardly to be called athletic. The fact
Is that a championship match
at
Newport demands the endurance of
a prize-fighter and the nervous force
of a sprinter. "Bob" Wrenn, onetime Harvard football captain and
tennis champion has feelingly observed:
"I would rather
play football
against Yale and Pennsylvania on
suooesseive days than play a threeset-in-five match at singles for the
tennis cies rnrp loneh ip "—.Ratph
D.
Paine in "The Sportiag Champions of
the Year," in the November Every-body'a
BUTCHER AND BAKERY
SHOP WILL BE OPENED

Mr. Henry Smith and Mr. Julius
Butze have opened a butcher shop
and bgkery .at 1709 Meyers street,
, and will be ready for business Saturday. Mr. Butte has been connected with some of the beet bakeries in
tbe cite tied Mr. Smite has been as*wetted with his father oil market
for a number of years.
Molloy Estate Gets Verdict.
Attorney William Marble has returned from Glasgow, where he went
to appear in the suit of the estate of
S. C. Molloy, against the Louisville
& Naahville railroad. The juee, returned a verdict of $5,000 for the
plaintiff. Greer & Marble represented
Mr. Motley's estate.
Must Anawer for Dog.
A warrant to appear in police court
tomorrow morning to anewer to the
charge of harboring a vicious dog.
e'as served on Mrs. 1, B. Duncan. on
11
/
4spronson amentre this morning. The
dog bit Van Daniel this morning
Three Naval Recruits.
Otto Dickerson and 3. C. Lassiter,
of title city, and L. W. McCandleses,
,of ,fici:coeda. enlisted yesterday
Is
the PnIted States navy. They were
sent to Norfolk, Va.
Twenty Cases of Measles.
Slavers.' doctors repot t en et/414unit'
'of Mensktii in the eel,. All titter OW
city there probably are twentn efolPft
and the spidemk• seems to be spreadIn'.

That Charles Kellork, the desperPartly cloudy and slightly warmer
Chairman W. A. Berry, of the
ado confined in the county Jail Pendtonight, probably becoming unsettled
Democratic city executive committee,
Friday. Highest temperature yester- ing trial for safetsplowing and malicexpects the usual grand rush
toious shooting with intent to kilt, Inmorrow when the time limit Par payday, 78; lowest today, GO,
tended to escape was indicated yesing the entrance fees to the Demoterday when he secured his watch
cratic primary, expires. So far the
MILLION LOSS.
and several other articiles taken from
interest in the various offices, with
Philadelphia, March 21. —
him at the city hall when arrested.
one or two exceptions, has been reWith explosions; hurling burning
Yesterday afternoon Detective T.
markab'y apathetic. In the offices
oil on employes and firemen, inJ. Moore went to the jets and restored
with litt:e or no remuneration, no
juring some so badly they are
Keltook's watch and other
effects.
candidates have announced at all.
in a critical condition at the
The prisoner the day before sent word
nor have any eintrance fees been paid.
hospitals, the fire
department
to Chief Collins to send them to him.
When the time expires tomorrow,the
for four hours today fought a
Tuesday night James Taylor was disexecutive committee will look over
stubborn blaze, which destroyed
the field and fill out the vacancies.
covered egging a hole in the jail
more than a
million dollars
In the mayor's race, every candiKellock is declared to have inworth of property of the Atlas).
date has paid in the entrance fee excited the act. The fact that Kellock
tic Refining works.
cept Colonel Joe Potter. As there has
sent for his valuables one day ahead
been no indication of his withdrawof the discovery indicates he had
1111.00DY BATTLE.
ing he is expected to pay up before
hopes of Taylor's success.
Managua, Nicarauga, March
tomorrow night. Early after opening
Would Not Be Photographed.
‘21.— Meager details of a bloody
the books for the entrance fees, the
Yesterday afternoon an unsuccessbattle between Nicaraguan and
candidates for city jailer, began payful attempt to photograph
Kellock
Honduran troops, in which being, and there are now nine candiwas made hut 'he refused. Detective
tween 700 and SOO casualties redates
announced
and
paid
in
Moore descended the Jail steps, handsulted, reached here today from
The ninth candidates to announce in
cuffed to •Kellock. Turning into the
Namasiano. Honduras, where
this race, was J. W. Fowler. It is the
bank yard- he made for the rear of
the engagement is said to have
largest
start seen in this race in maThe Eastern Democrat: "What on earth are you dein', Bill?"
the jail Where a photographer stood
been fought.
ny years and the field from the large
Bell
Bryan:
"Building
a
new Democratic platform, How do you like itr •
with camera ready.
number of running, is the most com"No, I will not be photogoriphed.•'
—Bartholomew in Minneapolis Journal.
plicated in the primary, when it
DISMANTLED HULL.
he declared in sudden teas, sinking
comes to picking the winner.
Port Townsend, March 21.—
hack behind the wail and ',telling the
Nobody has announced for city enInformation came to the hydrodetective wit !Aim. "The laws of
gineer. If Mr. Washington does not
graphical department that the
Kentucky will not stand. for It. You
pay the fee by tomorrow, the vaschooner Midgard passed the
can take me if I am convicted; but
cancy will be filled by the commithull of a dismantled ship on
not before.''
tee. However, to wait until the last
January 21, which is supposed to
Alt persuasion on the part of the
minute is customary with the mabe the British bark Maelsotein.
detective was futile, and
jority of the candidates. In the city
KePlock
The entire crew probably was
'eras led back to his cell.
treasurer's race Mr. J. W. McKnight
lest
Kellsx.k was looking for the beet
Doetors Will Appear Belo,* Committees Will Report and Rev,S. B. Moore. of St. Louis has not paid. A. L. Harper, of the
three candidates for city
chance to escape. He even tied his
attorney
CHINESE UPRISING.
Aldermen Tonight, Repre- Organization Will be Com- Accepts Call and Will As- has not paid. Stewart Dick is the
shoes securely to insure safe runShanghai, March 21.-4lrmcandidate for assessor.
ning, and wanted the detective to
senting Sense of Medical So- pleted by Election of Perma- sume Pulpit First of April— only
ditionet in the famine districts is
Of the twenty offices to be filled
handcuff his, Keliock's, hands to
such that a general spring up.
this year, in the council, aldertnanic
ciety on Subject
gether. Moore wa.a too shrewd for
nent Officers,
Unanimous Call
rising 'mayoccur unless prompt
board and school, trustees, only one
this,
relief is forthcoming, according
has announced, and none has paid
"He might run away, but if he
•
his entrance fee. Seven councilmen
to Viceroy Tuan Fang. He has
does the way I have him, it will be THE CONDITION IS UNSANITARY. MANY
CITIZENS HAVE. SIGNED. CHURCH 18 WELL ORGANIZED.
must be selected, five aldermen and
asked the throne for three-quer.
with my body dangling after him,"
eight
tees of a million dollars to
school trustees, In these offices
said the detective.
particularly, little interest is shown
purchase rice in Siam.
It is understood that the pceice deDrs. Frank Boyd, H. P. Sights and' Permaneet organization
After being without a pastor for and wil: not be until the November
of the
Pertinent knows something of Kee
C. H. Brothers, as a committee rep- Non-Partisen Public School league over a year the First Christian election. Even among the Democratic
TWO BATTLESHIPS.
lock. Detective Moore has been dillresenting the
McCracken
County will be effected tonight at the ad- church will have its pulpit regular- leaders, a dull primary is expected
Washington, March 21.—Un&wetly oornesponding with other citand Republicans expect to regale maMedical society, will appear before journed meeting of the league at ly filled, beginning April
der direction of the secretary of
1. The
ies and is said to have :earned somethe hoard of aldermen tonight to the Eagles' hall, Sixth street and Bev. S. B. Moore, now of
the navy the naval construction
St. Louis, ny of the offices lost last November.
thing which will show The imprisoned
protest against the construction of Broadway. The committees appoint- will be pastor of the church.
bureaus is rushing
Prof.
work on
safe blower to .be one of the most
any more brick gutters In the city. ed under the temporary organization George 0. McBroom received a comRoad Supervisor Race.
piens for two new big battledesperate criminals in the country.
At the meeting of the Medical soci- March 7, will be ready to report munication from
The postition of road supervisor in
Dr.
ships. They will he 20,000 ton
Moore this
ety Tuesday night, a
cOmcken county is drawing many
resolution and the officers of the league
ships of the Dreadnaught type,
will be morning accepting the unanimous inunanimously was passed
condemn- elected.
vitation of the congregation.
but will exceed that famous
Al- sppeoants, end already five beeldes
ing brick gutters as unsanitary, and
though the First Christian church Bert Johnson, the incumbent, have
English battleship in tonnage
All eitizens
Interested
in
the'
this committee was appointed
to
and armament.
!Increment are requested to be pres- bus been pastorless, the organization announced. They are May Trice, Baxlay the reasons of the society for
ent by the committee on member- has been kept up in a remarkable de- ter Kuykendall, Thomas Fortaon, Edobjecting to brick gutters and paveNAVY YARD STRIKE.
ship, but the she of the crowd will gree, and the Sunday school and dif- ward Willett and Hawkins DerrIngments, before the general council.
Washington, March 21.— The
not effect the organization program. ferent departments have been per- ton. The office pays $1,200 a year
mitted to suffer no deterioration. Re- and Supervisor Bert Johnson has beld
The physicians say that brick gut- The league
navy .department is annoyed
already has a large list
.cently
the women of the church had it two terms.
ters
never
remain
permanentl
y
in
the
over the strike of ship plumbers
The Daughters of the
of citizeas, and the ofBeers will be
American
extensive
position
repairs
they are ICC that separate elected from this lilt
made on the ediat the Norfolk navy yard, who
Revolution will have to petition the
of member's. It
fice, in anticipation of the new pasthe is understood that no fortnal
.t
demand an increase _from 1113.73
Mr, Smith Appointed.
fiscal court for permission to erect a bricks sink down lower than
entor's coming.
pools and dorsement of any candidate
John
D. Smith, late of Heath, fty .
to $4 a day. Their aitionNies up
drinking fountain In the court house general level, causing
will be
the work on the battleship Texwill be-appointed a clerk at bhe Edyard. This morning a member of holes which allow filth and waste made and the business of the meetas and crueler Olympia. It 111
ROUND TO GO.
dyville state branch penitentiary at a
the organisation called 'up County to accumulate. Water stagnates in ing probably will be limited to a-these holes affording
breeding ganiaation and considerati
a
feared other mechanics will go
salary of $14e) per month, and he
Judge 'Lightfoot, asking Mist he give
on of the
place for malarial germs. Another ob- work ahead.
Old Man Catches Excursion Train By has announced that he will not
out on a sympathetic strike.
his pert:newton. Judge Lightfoot re
be a
jection from the sanitary point of
Sprinting.
candidate for representative from
plied that they would have to petition
of
view,
that
Is
grass
grows
beup
STRIKE COMPLETE.
McCracken county. The appointment
4be board, both ?or its consent and
Suffragist Raid.
tween the bricks. bch in the getAn aged man with "spinach" dan- was bro-ught about
Willitesbarre, Pa., March 21.—
for the appropriation. The lady dethrough Wrong
London March 21.— The women gling six Inches from his chin
ters and pavements, and this grass
The strike of the miners of the
ac- 'political
influence. and
sired the county to stand the exSmith's
snffragiats
attempted today a dem- cepted the chance
stops the free flow of water and filth
Kingston Coal company's three
probable fatal friends never
reamed working for him
pense. Judge L.Ightfoot does not ap- The physicians
onstration
raid
on
parliament
,
more
'
.
s
an
that
gay
Inspection
injury
against the loss of $3 paid from
collieries is now complete and
the time he was recommended
prove of a drinking fountain in tire of any brick gutters in the city,
that Important and more numerous than (Or an excursion ticket to St. Louis
85,000 nten are idle today. They
to the prison commissioners by State
yard am k would draw too many per- have been laid any time, will corrob- any of their previous efforts. The
this
morning.
He won the $3, but
refuse to return to work, pend!bettor J. Wheeler Campbell
sons into the yard, endangering the orate these facts.
pollee however had timely warning, riad an escape that raised
•
ing arbitration and demand the
the hair
areas and flowers.
and made preparations that resulted of rallrosed officials and spectators
reinstatement of breaker emat
COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE.
in making the demonstration some- the depot this morning
('l*iFIT L
TREATMENT
ployes displaced by the introduce
at 8:25
— —
what
GRAIN
Ineffective.
MARKET.
The
only
result
Was
o'clock
when
machinery.
excursion
the
tiOn of
train pullTO PREVENT RABIES.
Will
Confer
With City Eneneeil,
Cincinnati, March
some
amusing
disorderly
21. —
scuffles and ed out.
About Street Work.
Wheat, 79; Corn, 19 1-2; oats.
the arrest .of nearly 70 suffragists,
He was standing at the north end
Mrs. .1. R. °handler, wife of J. B. who were at once liberated on bail.
Before the meeting of the hoard of
47.
of the platform and attempted to
JAIL WEAR MS.
aldermen tonight there will he
Chandler. who went to le/ew Orleans
a
hoard
the
train,
Hopkineville, Ky.. March 21.
but
the
meeting of the enmmittee of the
severel weeks ago to take the PasNew Flag On Court Hoene.
speed
frightened
—FA. Tape, Kirk Rush and Marhim
and he
whole of the general council to conA new flag today floats from the teur treatment for a mad dog bite,
missed, and anxiously leaning to11th Coleman, the first charged
fer with City Engineer li. A. Washreturne.d
flag
yesterday
staff
of
the
from
New
county
OrcOurt
house,
wards the grips grabbed for the rear
with horse stealing and the two
ington in regard to the necessary all
and a new set of electric globes were teams She says Mr. ehatvibm will reend again he missed and running as
latter with shooting, vaCaped
on Nineteenth
p:aced
street Deere imon
the
main
staff.
in
weeks
tive-w
Orteans
ion,
The
New
old
globes
fast as his legs could carry him,
fronts the new county jail today
provements may be made, the widenberried out and the beacon light, er, completing the treatment, whleb
caught up and desperately grabbing
by *awing the bare. The alarm
ing of Broadway and construction
Which has all
We
winter shown bus been successful.
of
the handles, hung on until grasped
was eves. by Harrieon .alexan.
sidewalks, and other street work.
from
the top of the court house flag
by passengers and pulled safely into
der. under death sentence for
New York, March II.— that Jusstaff, is once again at Its full brightthe coach.
criminal assault,
MONEY' FOR IMMIGRATION
MAGISTRATE MARRY IS
ness.
tice Fitzgerald will appttigt a corn:
IS SOUGHT FROM STATE
STATE RP:VENCE AGENT
mission
lunacy
In
to
inquire Into the
Rural Taboo Funeral.
STRUCK MINE.
Expects Decision Soon.
present
renewal
Hakodate, Japan, March 21.
of
Rural
Mr.
mental
The
Tate.
condition
of Harry
Secreter D. W. Coons, of the
Magiekrate Charles
City Soler/tor james Campbell, Jr.,
Emery
has
—The British Steattiship, PeenCommercial club, will go to Lonle- Thaw !Weals certain. He Will bear the engineer, Was held at 140 o'clock been appointed
rave:sue agent for
who,
returned
has
from
Frankfort, villa
ley. which cleared in Fenruarf.
morning
this
from
the
residence.
tonight to appear before the arguments of counsel on both sides
MeCtacken county by State Auditor
weld today that he experts a &Kiloton
(rem Tacoma ,for Tech, was reI US Jefferson *reef. Car. tlielein Nf.
state board of agrteuttnre forestry, this afternoon
Hager.
His duties will be to collect
and
probably
appoint Thompson tionducting
of the court of tiPeeals In a few and imm:gration tomorrow,
paired here after having %nosh,the service. delinquent
to ask
taxes, his remunwrition
Noe
on
the
commission
validity
.
If
of
the
this
done,
Is
Thaw Interment was at Oak Grove. The
FA damages reported to have recharter that a pnrtion of the IMmigratien
consisting of a per cent of collar.
amendment. fixing the minimum pomulled from a floating mine in
may
be
sent
to
the
asylum
for Ore body arrived from Illinois tient niornunit of $2,000 be given to MeCrwrii•
lions. Hs assumes his new duties at
toe tome at TO Men.
the Strait of Trugars.
criminally insane at Mattawan.
iglu county.
,Ing *la °afro. arising at 7:45.
SW*

BRICK GUTTERS
SCHOOL LEAGUE
FIRST CHRISTIAN
ARE CONDEMNED
MEETS TONIGHT SECURES PASTOR

NO FOUNTAIN IN
COURT HOUSE YARD

LUNACY INQUEST
PROBABLE TODAY

•

•

•

PACE TWO.

GERITIANDER IS
GIVEN HARD JOLT
Spirit of Constitution Violated
by Partisans

VIE PADUCAH EVENING SITN.
%these suits were befere the court of
appeals, and the decision today. relutes only to the merits of the act
of 19116. winch is declared invalid.
The Democratic party in the state
will be forced to make new plans in, 18 AflVI('I' OY ./0111$ D. IttiChFthe legislative races, as all pains had
FELLEIL IN INTERVIEW.
been made relative to the 1906 gerrstnatulere- Now the election will be
held in the districts existing before
Does Not Like Undercurrent of Fithe 1906 legislature Met.
nancial Situatien- For Fe-demi Control,
of••••••••••••••••/••••••••

THI:RSDAN,

SAYE

at THEATRICAL NOTES
"The Player Nlaid."

You Have Heard No Outcry
About the Impurities of Beer

A theatrical event of mpct prone.
ise is the new comedy, "The Player
Maid'
s', by Louise Malloy, which is
to be seen at The Kentucky tonight.
Miss Davis is the niece of Jefferson
Detutevatic Legieltiture Grouped lieDavis, president of the Confederacy.
puelican teatiitise, Into One
Unlike niany young actresses who
laistrict.
New York, March 21.-The Amer- heretofore have stepped from sociican today publishes an interview ety's ranks into the realms of theaeaseeseeasesseeweaberesehesewaele•hise.
with John D. Rockefeller which it terdom, Mist!. Pavia began her pro,
states
was obtained on a train while fessional career, at the lowest rung
COURT TELLS NAM
TRUTH
River Stages.
of the histrionic ladder, and has gra4.49 0.6 rise Mr. Rockefeller was en route from
Claire
dually worked her way to the much
August
a,
Ga.,
Philade
to
lphia,
where
s.4 0.9 fail
Cilre tta noose
he arrived yesterday. In the inter- envied position of star. Some years
Cincinn
fall
1.5
e9.8
ati
Frankfurt, March 21.-The court
view Mr. Rockefeller is quoted as be- ago, adios Davis was connected with
0.3 tier
of appeals today in an opinion de- Evansville
ing opposed to the overcapitalization a western stock company in which
fall
8.2
livered by Judge Barker and con- Florence
of railroads and other corporations, she appeared in many Shakespearean
18.2 1.8 fall
curred in by the entire court upheld Johnsonville
and as favoring federal control of the plays and in "The Hunchback", and
3,5.5 0.4 fall
the decisions of Judge Galloway and Louisville
railroads. Of over-capitalization, Mr.."Ingomar", after watch she spent a
Judge Birkhead, deciding that the Mt. Carmel
22.9 0.5 rise
Year abroad' study. She next playRockefeller is quoted as saying:
legislative redistricting bill
24.4 4.5 fall
passed Nashville
"I think that properties should be ed for two seasons in the companies
by the last legislature was unconsti- Pitteturg
20.2. 0.8 fall capitalized
at only their legitimate of Charles Frohman and Daniel Frohtutional and_ that _the _next .e'e tine Davis island Darn-Miasthg. -arepte and if-that were done there man, and later In the leading comfor the legislature must be held un- St. Louis
17.1 .0:5 rise wobld be such
a feeling of security edy role in Sol Smith Ruesell's "A
der the conditions that existed be- Mt. Vernon
435 lea arise in them amongs_eise general
public Bachelor's Romance", Miss Davis is
fore the bill of 1906 was passed.
Paducah
40.7 , 0.9 ;rise that we•wouid find men
with a lit- young and pretty and regarded as
The cases in which the decision
-tle _money holding highly profitable one of the best women fencers in
was handed down today
were the
There was a difference of only .1 stocks instead Of allowing
it to re- the country. She should make an adconeolldated
eases
of Ragland, between the riss this morning and main at small
interest in savings mirable impression as the facinating
Chairman vs. Anderson, Butler counthe rise yesterday. The gauge reg- banks."
actress of the Drury Lane theater in
ty, and -Tinsley. Clerk, vs. Keown,
istered a stage of 411.7 this morning,
the time of David Garrick.
Federal Control.
6
Ohio county.
with a rise of .9 in the last 24 haves.
Asked if he thought the conferThe court in holding the redisThe rate of rising gradually is de- ence between the railroad men and
Georgia Minstrel.
tricting act of 1906 unconstitutional
creasing. All depende on what the the government would be beneficial,
A big program of novelties is proholds that the spirit of the constituriver ta Pitteburg wilt do, and if the alr. Rockefeller said:
mised by Richards & Pringle's Geortion was violated, but says that ths
"I cannot say. It is my idea that gia
start of 8 feet there yesterday is conminstrels. They have retained
formation of a district of one or
federal control would be a better
this season such people as can
more counties is not such violation. tinued Paducah will see more river
years. The thing for the roads. They would then change their act and put
The vital part of the decision is stat- water than in several
on somestage on this date last year was 23.1. understand the leers they must ob- thing new. Clarence
ed as fol'ows:
Powell, Fred
served and would be able to plan
Simpson, Lee Denton, Elmer Clay,
-It is no answer to the demand of January 21, this year, the stage war
ahead intelligently without one state
Lester McDaniels, Frank Kirk are
appellees that the act of 1906 be 38.7. Business at the wharf keeps
sudden
ly demanding one thing and the
six end Men and will furnish the
declared unconstitutional; that it up with the record.
Giving high water as the reaeon, another state 'being equally insistent fun.
will follow that the act of 1993 must
on something entirely different. The
All six are clever comedians and all
also be declared unconstitutional be- a telegram received yesterday anInterstate situation and the differenof them old timers. They stand tocause it created unequal representa- nounced that the Lee line would not
ABSOLUTE PURE AND WHOLES
tiation in the state laws is, I think,
OME.
day the Very best that money con
tive districts although in a less de- make any tripe this week. The Georone of the greatest problems railroad
secure.
gree than 1906. The conclusion gia Lee is at
Memphis and
the men
have to deal with."
The olio is • filled with high-class
sought to be drawn does not follow. Peters Lee at Cincinnati. They will
1•••••••11M.114"
,
Speaking of the general financial
vaudeville, such as Marsh Craig.The
"The act of 1893 has gone into ef- get out on time next week.
condition of the country Mr. Rockenoon
time.
lendure such brutal treatment any has been
Human Enigma; Fred Simpson,
fect and the government has been orso absolutely without fluctThe towboat Birmingham was sold feller is quoted as
At The Kentucky Friday
.
, Marcli,Anore_
_saying:
Trombone Soloist; Arthur Prinee.the
ganized under it. To hold it void
uation as to demonstrate beyond any
yesterday be the oniters- to a towing
"On its surfaCe it is good. Busi- famous
22.
"Do you know," concluded Mile doubt that
would be to throw the government
juggler; Frank Kirke musiits continued career even
and packet company, at Helena, Ark., ness is booming and every one seems
Miss Dunn, 'that I really think Mr. In the hottest
cal acrobat. Clarence Powell will
Into chaos. It is now too late to
weather would prove
and will leave today for the new eid. to be satisfied. But there is an unMansfie
ld's Diaordeca'
give some atoms of advice in his funMansfield is suffering from collision highly profitable.
question its validity.
But Mr. Belasco
The Birmingham is a good tovrtweat dercurrent that does not look
New
York,
March
21.-so
Now
we
ny way, and the last but not least,
"The next legislature
between brain storm and exaggerated doesn't believe in 'worki
must
be
ng his stars
good.
I
haven't
and
know
came
Paduca
to
several
quite made up my the Big Six song
what's the matter with Rich‘rd ego."
months
h
elected under it and then we have no
ands dance of the
and their assistants too hard, trahicago from the Hatehie river, to tow mind if the increased production of Belles
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RIVER NEWS

With all the hue and cry about the impurities in foods ar
medicines and
liquors no one has'found anything that
suggested impurity in the good beers.
There is nothing. Belvedere complies
with all requirements of the pure food
laws of the U. S. A. and of the state of
.Kentucky. It's a liquid food.

`i

All the Time Drink Belve=
dere,the Paducah Beer

The Paducah Brewery Co.
Phone 408.
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SHEET MUSIC
For

Piano and Organ

10c a Copy Postpaid

KILL

COUCH

LUNGS

Dr.King's
New Discovery

If

FOR CONSUMPTIONOUGHSand

CITY TRANSFER CO
Now located at

(Dauber's Stable.

We aro ready for all kinds ef hauling.

TELEPHOINIr 499

CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK

Paid on Time Deposits

DX.WILSON

Third and Broadway
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PARKER CHARGED FORTY THOUSAND
WITH THE MURDER DOLLAR DECISION

STOP,L,THINK,
MARVEL OVER THLSE FACTS

Proprietor of Mayfield Boarding

Great

House In Jail.

Respect

Confidence Reposed in
Referee Bagby

YOUR

tomach

Grand Jury Finds Five Bills for Suit Instituted t.44 Recover Prupenty
Homicide and Arson In Mystery
Sold by E. Itehkopf to Son-in-

A guarantee
of power,
strength,
durability
and speed.

Built and
tested in the
mountains.

Law Last FAIL

ae.

SEVERAL OTHER INDICTMENTS. TRUSTEE

BOYD

KEPT

WE- it food that will not irritate or
retard the performance ofits natural
functions, and it will reciprocate in a way
agreeable and comforting.
No single ingredient contributes so
largely toward wholesome, nourishing,
agreeable food as Royal Baking Powder.
Royal Baking Powder's active ingredient, Grape Cream of Tartar, is the
most healthful of the fruit products.
This is why Royal Baking Powder
makes the food finer, lighter, more appetizing and anti-dyspeptic, a friend to the
stOmach and good health.

BUSY.

Mayfield, Ky., March 21.—Ben
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al furnished the saddlery
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sold It as a manufacstant use of alum compounds exerts a
and the death due to the Fame cause. turing firm, then
the claims are ledeleterious effect upon the digestive
An autops 'revealed a knife wound gal and the liens hold good;
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in the dead man's heart, 'and his un- was so:d the company as
orga
ns and an irritation of the internal
mercan
a
singed back indicated that he had pot tile establishment, the liens
will not
organs after absorption.
moved wbile being scorched by the be legal."
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"EDWARD S. WOOD, M.D.
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YOUR SPRING SUIT
IS READY SIR!

No matter if you are the most critical and the "fussiesi"
Man in town, we've a Spring suit waiting for you that we
know will please you.
We sell the kind of Clothing that a particular Man
loves to wear. In fact, we're known the co.untry over as

I 4411* I

Sellers of High Grade Clothing,

cmcvLATION

The new Spring Models are now ready and we'll take
pleasure in showing you the Season's Newest and Best.
Newest in cut and fabric---Best in quality and tailoring.
We call special attention to our Suits at
$10.00, $12.50, $15.00
We fear neither
under no obligation, whatever, to buy just because you
come in to look.
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the
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ing men formerly with the Grand
dress
Elizabeth Metzler, Gen. Dale
"would you-et-be mad If I were
Leader. A force of experieneed men
Padurah. Ky
... •
'
Gen. Winn Die..
to kiss you?"
has been added to look after the re-/
A
651.
RENT-Two
brick
Mei*
Ph il stioleh la,
Melee
necessarily." replied the
"Not
41.-Iihrist,
pairing and French dry cleaning deionees, hIleventh and Tireadway, one Gen Theodere J. Wine I'. 8.
bright girl, "but I would certainly be
A., cbisd
partment
membership
The club
two-Wary
brick
business
house. here of heart (Melee, lie was in cont.
yoe."-Tit-Bits.
let
mad
to
Immensely
popular from
tove proven
IV.-DEPARTMENT MANAGER
•
.rhirteenth and Clay. Paducah Brow- mend of
the United- Mateo troops In
the beginning, but Mr. Bomberger
ne company.
Still Jim Johnson watched tee papers, saw a "WANTED" A13,,,'
She -Did you notice the hetet H.
Cuba until three weeks ago, when
will take pleasure 4n explaining the
Went and toord a bettc- job than any he had had:
--1e
- ltEk Ka IAlAi giars'r itta
ful palms in the new restaurant?
te:leved and ordered to Phila...,.
Upbeat. to any of his friends ItEo are
Msnagea • tlepertrnert new, this ',tricky young roan -Wow
Ile--The only palms I sew •wera
charges for see:lees imaterell, either delphia far treatnient.
Johnson, who WM11 climbing lip with high and honest sista.
not sow members Hie phone number
to applicant or employer of isbor
the walterin:- Boston Transcript.
I. 1501.
Seven-, ilhoirty c14111, 207 Kentucky avenue
The price of a weat ed. is one rent a weed for one lariertion and two
When a limn bite a mall) good
Wetting keeps people faithful
phone 629 office open from 9 to 12 position itat a sign he has no
tweeds a word toe Owen iseterilosesi mini to accompany the order.
011111,
ttetfleblICes hailignietitiatine Of sin.
than yotifinitb hi them.
o'clock every forenoon.
Wog Ito has to be nice to.
war

di 9hillipi4tio.

mass
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THE BEST THING

IN THE COURTS

On Ice and Water

give gozen ladies' White Union
linen 9ress Airts
your different patterns in assortment
kr 9hursdaq, yridaq and Jaturdaq
at $1.00 each.

Ladies' Ready-to•Wear Department
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Hart is now ready to show the two
best lines of 'Refrigerators he has
ever brought on. Visit HART.

6E0.0. HART & SONS CO

1
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The Rise of Jimmie Johnson.
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600; to Buxton, $10,033; to s-eerv Isola, each. $4,0011
Home telephone rranchiae: To setervisors, each, $6,0a0.
Gas company Francnise: Ta `z-11:`01visors, each, $760.
Fight trust $2'o,00a; to haven'sors, each., $.500.
Telephone Man. v,nted in The supervisors freely admitted
they had received the money. GallaFrisco. Caught in Manilla
gher, acting mayor, le alleged to have
bean the disbursing agent for Rue!.
Systematk Graft Exposed By ('on- As a result of these confessions the
supervisors will retire from °Wive and
fession of Supervisor, InvolvSchmitz will appoint a new board,
ing Mayor,
with the approval of influential calaeue. The fate at the mayor himself
Is in doubt. It is said by some he
CLEANING CP 'PACIFIC SLOPE will be forced' to. resin
before his
trial on the graft charges.
Oenftwees Whole Story.
This is the story Thomas J. Loner_San Francisco, March 21.— Theodore V. Halsey, of the Pacific States gait, one of the confessed boodlers of
the board of supervisors, told
the
Telephone company, was indicted' for
grand jury:
bribing 10 supervisors, with $5,000
"I met a man who I thought was a
each, to refuse a franchise to a rival friend of mine at a skating rink reHome Telephone company, and was cently and there accepted $5050 In
arrested in Manila. He waived ex- bills from him for my vote in favor
tradition and will be_hroaeht to San of the skating rink ordinance.
"'Here Lonerg;an,' he -said, 'is
Francisco for trial. $1.00,'
and dealing out the hille one
The grand Any returned 7,5 indictat a time, added, 'an4 here is $209.0;
mente charging bribery. 65 being
here Is $3,0-0, here is
'1-100 end this
against Abraham Ruef and 10 against
makes $.300.' I took the money and
T. V. Haleey, former general agent
departed.
of the Pacific. States Telephone com"Gallagher and W:laon heard of
pany.
the transaction and came to me and
The grand juey net is drawing told me that I
was getting too care
cloeer about "Abe" Ruef and Schmitz, lees and sbould be
more careful.. I
the mayor, weo is alleged to have became frightened
and went to Ruef,
Capitalists and who said
sold out the city.
that 'he would see the man.
men high in the financial world, with 'Later I
heard from him over the
interests in many cities of the east te:ephone.
He said he had seen the
end west, are Involved in the meshes man and that It was
all right, but
ledictmente are against Ruef and to be
more careful in the future.
T. V. Halsey, for years the chief lob"I said to Rue, 'If you had treated,
byist of the Pacific States Telephone us right this never
would have heftcompany.
pened.' I referred to Ruef's taking
It is charged, and the supervisors the lion's share of every bribe.
admitted in their wholesale confession
"Last Sunday afternoon, in relast night, that this company paitir
sponse to a message from the same
eaeh supervisor e5,004) to reject the man, I went to his home, and he
emelt-aeon of the Home Telephone there made me the same payment
company for a franchise.
that he had in the rink. He counted
out the bills in the same manner as
Seek Men Higher Up.
Detective Burns and Asraistant Dis- before and said that the money was
trict Attorney Heney devoted their for my vote on a proposed ordinance
oil
energies today in an effort to get extending the limits in which
"higher up." They seek above pll cou:d be burned. I became suspicelse to reach the men who Pak) the ious and jumped for the folding doors
money. They have the facts and the at the end of the room, exclaiming,
mimeo of the guilty capitalists, hut 'Who is behind these doors?'
Trapped by Detectives.
they have not Yet the proof in such
"The doors flew open and in walkform that an indictment is possible.
The bribe money has been traced ed Detective Burns with two detecback from the supervisors to Iluef. tives, Reeves and Scales. 'We have
it is said, but there the, c,hain of evi- you, Lonergan,' said Burns. 'We can
dence stops. Burns was alone watt send you across for this."
"I :celled, 'Arrest that main. He
Reef for two .hours today and the reIs
port was circulated' that the trapped trying to bribe a supervisor.'
"'You did net say that when you
boss had betrayed the bril.e-givers.
It was learned, however, thaz 'his accepted the money from him at the
skating rink,' responded Burns.
was untrue.
-Then Burns read the stenographic
It was learned, today that the dis
closures made to the grand Jury last report of what had taken place at the
night by the supervisors were ..on- rink. I tried to get away and had a
sidered convincing, in so far as they struggle with Burns, who placed me
apply to Ruef and Schmitt
Acting under arrest and sent for Heney and
under agreement, fifteen sitpervisorn I.angdon. The three sweated me for
who had prevenualy told, thee. stories
hours and I finally told them all
to Detective Burns went Li .fore the that I knew. My confession
wee
inquisitors and laid bare the entire sworn to before Miss Conlon, a notary
public, or a woman who was
scandal.
supposed
to be one. She is, I think, the
Huge Sums Are Paid.
stenFollowing are Cee amounts pa;d ographer for the grand jury.
by tarious interes.s fry: sleial priv
"I told them that I had gotten
Iteaca, according to the testimony $50'00 from the fight trust. In
all of
gasu the grand jary yesterday:
these transactione I got
the motley
Tto/ley franch
re Sch in.tz. from_ Gallagher.
$175)0000; to Rue. ST
"I got $5..000 from the Home
to Gal
Telelarder. $150,0.0.0; ta Coleman, $10. phone company, and accepted
$3,400
fro ,tlie Pacific States
Telephone
company, thus 'double crossing'
the
letter concern,
. Paid for Gam Vote.
"For my vote when the board
of
supe,rvIsars fixed the gas rate
at 15
cents I received $731l. from
the Sa.n
Francisco Ces and Electric company.
"For my vote In the overhead
trolley privileges given the United
The man "on a quest is
States
Railroads I got $2.000 at one
abroad
in
land—in
the
time
and $2,0.00 at another, In
all
of
"WANT-A D.-LAND."
these transactions Oal:agher
acted as
the agenit
He is a many-sided men—
tor be wants to trade a folding bed for a phonograph —a
BURTON LAU\CHEM TAFT
1100)1
carriage--to hire a servant
Slakes
girl—to rite' another clerk
54peech Favoring the Ohio
for hit store--to rent some
Man for the Presidency,
furnished rooms— to find a
,Cleveland, March
21
The Taft
business partner--to sell a
prealdential
boom
was formally
oseent--to dispose of a busilannehed here tonight, at a meeting
ness venture—to sell such
of the Tippecanoe club
the leading
things as trombones and
Republican organization In northern
trucks, bonds and book-cases,
Ohio. Congressman
Theodore E
crutches and cash-registers-Berton, who was the guest of honor
to find the elusive "better
of the cleb, took occamion to
declare
tenant"---to buy a piece of ma
himrielf as favoring the nomination
chinery--to. buy and tcr sell
of Secretary Taft as Roosevelt's amand to lease and to exchange
cesaor, and
hie declaration
was
and to hire and to find a::
greeted with a storm
of applause
eons of things in alerparts of
MT. Burton ,also made It clear that
the city.
President Roosevelt will not be a
candidate to succeed
himmelf.
He
The
"911710
.14T•M A N"
make's
said that Mr Roosevelt might he
looked to as a national leader again
"WANT-AD-LAND" en interin 1912, 19141 or 1920, hut that Inc
runt log place—and
the want
president, impelled because of the
sentiment against a Ohird term, dead. (olumn INTERESTING
clined to be a candidate In 1909,
AND IMPORTANT READSince ner divorce decree
Mmr.
!NW
Gould formerly
the Countess de
The coat of a want ad. In THE
Castellon& has _boon Much twee at
!be watering Malebo of Southern
SUN ie only ONE CENT A
Wt
France with her sister, an.1 la reported in excellent health and,splrits.
/
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BRIBERY CHARGE
AGAINST HALSEY

SPRINfi OPENING
Exposition Week at Wallerstein's
March 23 to 30

We desire to announce that
this Spring our opening will
take the form of an Exposition,
lasting the entire week, commencing March 23 and ending
March 30. All our friends and
patrons will thus be given an
opportunity to inspect the gorgeous display of apparel for
Men, roung Men and Boys
Which we have preparedfor this
Spring.
Our always handsome store will be
most attractively decorated; the exterior, the interior and the windows-don'tfail to see them.
During the entire week handsome
souvenirs
be presented with each
purchase of 50 cents or more. They
are now on display in the windows.

Lively Times in

Want Ad. Land

Afeature Saturday will be music
by Dears Orchestra.

W e extend you a most cordial
invitation to be our guest on thiS
occasion.
P/Aiii
MEN

AMU BOY S

OU1fliff.R5
3!-°,41vo BROADWAY
PADUCAH, K

Eatabllished 1868.
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THE PADUCAH EV1

&if;
?Pedki
OUTfITTB5
-MEN'S AND BOYS

ING SUN.

"The Master:IGralintaliship."

it"Alef0 BROADWAY
PAD/CAM iCy

1'AGE SEVEN.

Men's Roxhoro Suits . . . _$20 to $10
Men's Roxboro Coat and Paws . 11N:to $30
Young Men's Ro.x-boto Suits . $18 to $30
_ _
_
Young Men's Roxboro coat and Pants $15to Pi

Eatablinhed 1868
•

Latest Creation

OXB

•

RO

Clothes for Men and
Young Men

,fe•-•

•••00WCZZitot.
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OUR SHOWINd OF

SPRING SUITS
Pleases the most fastideous eye and makes
the purse of the purchaser feel glad at the
saving we enable him to make. • OUR
SUITS are PRICED at from 12.50 to $5
LOWER than the CREDIT HOUSES ASK
for goods of equal grade.

Elegant Suits at $7.50, $8.50, $10,
$12, $13.50,$15, $1650, $18.
We can also make you a SUIT to ORDER
if you so desire—one to suit your individual taste, and one you may wear without seeing any more like on any one else,
at „prices, too, less than the Broadway
houses ask for ready-made suits of equal
quality and finish.

OUR,FAMOUS
ME SlAT A0 111110 MAT "INDESTRUCTIILE"
•GUARANTEED SUIT

Let Us Save You Money
on Your Boy's Spring
Suit
Suits from $1 to $5
Ask to see our 3-in-1suit as shown in cut. Cola
and 2 pairs of pants; one
Nit° regular cut and one
pair bloomer, Every boy
wears out two or three
pairs of pants to one coat
and by buying this suit
you have his pants to
match always.
Large line of boys'
KNEE PANTS just re„eived. Elegant spring
patterns at 25c, 50c,
75c and 90c.

Latest styles in Men's, Ladies', Boys' and Meets' Shoes just in—
high and low cut—in leather or canvas. All the new styles In
aiae or leather.
NEW, NOBBY STYLES in SPRING SHIRTS at 50o, 75c and $1.
See display in window.
ONE LOT NEGLIGEE SIIIRTS, regular 50e and 75c qualities,
collars attacheo, with two collars and pair cuffs or cuffs
only, go at

e
THURSDAY, ll/ARCH 21.
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Americans will Give Aid to the
SHORT TALKS 13)
L. T. COOPER.
Stricken City of Kingston
RHEUMA
TISM.

. Old- Mr. Rheumatism
hangs on
struction now going on In Jamaica fight and bites and pinches when he
was quite incidental to the main pur- takes hold. It's quite a job to shake
Kim off. It's.
Will
Trip of inspect- pea° of the venture, which was to
hard
to
be
gather material bearing on the orineve that all
_ ion and Ascertain Effect of gin and transit of "the earthquake.
the pain aid
trouble
he
Earthquake. Recommending The expedition was panned just as
causes collies,
soon aa it -became evident that the
from such a'
Better Protection For The disaster was one of extraordinary
thing.
little
proportioas. Professor Brown, who
Just a
tiny
Inhabitants
d tho expedition, is a member of
bit of acid in
the blood the
the staff of the United States Geokidneys
logical Survey, and in that capacity
haven't taken
Providenee, Match ale—Americans has made a special study of earth
tjr
care of.
But
are to have a hand in the work of formations in the Western
kidneys
Hemis- LAWRENCE TUSCANY the
making Kingston, the partly' ruined phere. So far as observatio
aren 't t o
n of the
capital at Jamaica, greater and saf- effect of the earthquake are concern- .blame. I used to think they were.
Now I know better. It's that over
er. This is one of the results of the ed, the expedition was remarkabl worked
and over crowded stomach
y
Brown Universiay
scientific expo- successful.
giving the kidneys part of its work
The
origin,
how-ly
nd the kidneys can't do it. I found
sition headed by Professor Charles ever, remains a mys,ery.
Jamaica this out
with Cooper's New Discover,
Wilson Brown, the _well known geol- lies in an eerthquak
belt
e
embracing It puts the stomach In shape,
that's
all it does, and yet I have seen thousands of people get rid of rheumatism
by taking it. That is why I am positive that rheumatism is caused by
istomach trouble. Here Is a sample
of letters I get every day on the subject.
"For a long time I have been a victim of sciatica and inflammatory
rheumatism, and my suffering has
been too great to describe.
For
weeks I lay helpless with every joint
In my body so tender and sore that I which take the name of earthquakes.
could not boar to move. The slightWhere the thud occurred in the
est touch wou:d cause me the great- case of Jamaica is the mystery. In
est agony. Several doctors treated me
all probability, according to Profesbut they failed entirely.
I tried
many remedies but waning seemed to sor Brown, the fracture in the earth's
reach my case, so I
stomach onti ued to lay crust occurred some distance south se
helpless. My kid nliys and
the Caribbean or perhaps a little to
were affected also. I could eat but
the southwest, for the cables lying
little, digest less and gradually my
strength left. I lost flesh rapidly." In that direction we're broken miles
"I began the use of the famous offshore. Furthermore, the angle of
Cooper medicines of which I heard emergence
havoc-playing
of
the
so much. To my surprise and de- waves,
together with the comparalight I improved immediately, and
after using several bottles I felt like tively small territory affected, indianother person. My strength and cates, the expert says., fhatt the oriappetite returned. The pain and sore gin or "focus" of the earthquake was
ness left me and now I feel better neither
tar distant from the island
than I have for months." Lawrence
nor deep-seated. Probably
it ocTuscany,1122 'Aldrich
Ave., North
curred two or three miles below the
Minneapolis, Minn.
We sell Mr. Cooper's celebrated earth's surface.
preparations.
There is a direct relation, says
W. B. NVPHERS(IN.
Professor Brown, between the depth

College Professors and

Make

Party

Ask any dealer for
the oldest -6ottled in
bond whiskey he
has in stock and you
will get either
EARLY TIMES or
JACK BEAM. It's
eight summers old.

safely resorts, for _the barracks formerly occupied by the British troops
at Newcastle, 4,000 feet up in the
bills, suffered considerable damage,
and landslides, ejected
from
the
bill slopes, played havoc with the
famous road running from Kingston
to Newcaetle. This road, which was
retnarkable for its rare construction
as well as for its wonderful scenery,
In some places was swept away &together and in other places it was
turned into a dump heap.
A curious record of the earthquake
effects at Kinkston was the stopping
of the clock of the English parish
church at the moment the first shock
was felt. The steeple toppled over
part way, ind In that position reMaimed for some time, the object of
much curiosity and kodak-snapping,
with the hands of the clock pointed
significantly to 4:33.
While the Brown expedition was
on the island saveral slight shocks
were felt. As late as February 23
was tea the most severe shock since
the big one of January 14. Professor Brown's explanation of these occurrences le thea the lateral adjustment of the earth's crust following
the strain caused by the bill earthquake was not complete.

of the seismic "focus" and the exover the rest of the world. There tent of the afea affected.
Therethe earthquake regions 'both north fore, the conclusion that in Jamaican
and south of the Panama Canal zone, case the origin of the earthquake was
though, strange to say, the canal zone not very deep-seated. In the case of
itself has been comparatively free the San Francisco earthquake it was
from seismic troubles.
much deeper, for the waves caused
RUINS FROM EARTHQUAKE.
Whet makes Jamaica particular. by it were felt throughout an area
ogist, which started for Jamaica as about 40 per cent, of the regions ly liable to earthquakes, big or little, with a radius of 1,0(10 miles. During
says Professor Brown, is the fact that the earthquake which wrecked Port
goon after the earthquake as plans subject to seismic daturbanc
es. This
from the mountain tops of the is- Royal in 1692, not long after the
could be perfected and which has particular belt exteatls through
the
just returned home loaded down with Mediterranean audCaribbean seas land to the depths of the ocean Beitish took possession of the island.
facts, figures and honors.
and then a little weatward toward the abysses to the east, toward Hayti, is a portion of the town, which is situ(*LEW IN katatNeVILLE IIOIIBERY
This compliment paid t9.the Amer- Pacific.
tnatter how successful a man
Another>elt embracing one of the steepest declivities on the ated at the western end of tie eightface of be eltrth:st-141-the course of utile sandspit, sank Thttrthe sea. A may he he never fuels
ican expedition is regarded as the sonievrha iiitlre—trtW611
per cent. of
quite A° -imPolice Seek Man Employed In Store
a couple of hundred miles there is t.similar depression, though.,lessexten- portant as when he reaehed his twenBOTh PHONES
Who Has Disappeared.
drop of about six miles. This de- sive, took place at Port Royal dur- ty-first birthday.
cline from high hand to sea bottom ing the recent, earthquake. The caseEvansville, Ind., Mardi 20.—The
constitutes what is known to geo- mates of the British shore batteries
Police think they have a clew in conlogists as differential relief.
Leas were brought down to the water's
nection with the attack made on Miss
than a hundred miles separates Jame- edge, rendering them useless. As
a
Joe Gray, bookkeeper at a local
THE EMINENT COMEDIENNE
ca from the coast line of the famous result of this, land drop, cocoanut
furniture factory, last Saturday nights
battleground of Ctrba, to the nerth
f-.
trees that formerly graced green "1 used Calraret%
VV. MCI It ,
,,,
been a sufferer from
atol moor aton,a
,h
The theory of the officers now is that
between Santiago and Caney and in fields are now: to be seen forlornly for the last Wiwo year. spops,,a
have t...n taking Merl'
e404,••• other drags. but e... id se.: so rolie son y
the bueglary and assault was by a
this cemparatively short space the waving their plumes over the water for •hott Stoic, I win re
tn
Case s/.romnd
• frleads as the Isaiy lblos for lodigoation and
SOW ato•Laela and to keep the barrels
differential relief amounts to 27,000 a hundred Yards off shore.
male employe of the farnieuro store.
good coo.
autos. They art eery nie,1 to eat.- in
SUPPORTED BY
Harry Starkley, Mauch Cbmak. Pa.
feet, or more than five miles.
'Mitt employe has been missing from
The high altitude of Kingston,
Where the drop or delivery is so which stands
the city for the lase twenty-four hours
on Ligninea Plain, formarked as it; Is east and north of tunately
and his w;fe says :she b.St him for
tends to make it somewhat
Jamaica, the result at such point is earthquake proof.
the last time yesterday. He was seen
AND AN EXCEPTIONALLY
Professor Brown
a weak power of resistance against
on the Titer front bearding a boat,
reports that the greatest disturbance
STRONG COMPANY IN
the constant strain and readjustment
at Kingston was off shore or along
THE BRILLIANT ROMANTIC and it is .be:ieved he has left the city.
of the eatth's crust, and hence the
Miss Gray became ha:f C0110(1011111 tothe shore line. The plain served to
COMEDY
breaks, or "faults," as the geologists
PALM TREES IN WATIIRL
day, but her mind is a complete
disperse the seismic waves, and conterm them, due to displacement. As
sequently the lowlands felt the effects
blank so far as the assault is eonclimax of the reaction following theithe earthquake regions
In the case of a landslide, such a dis- in
Pleasant, Palatable, Potept Taste Good, On Geed.
encircles
the
a longitudinal direction. Some 55t.
N.:Tued.
Sleben. Weaken or Gripe, He. Me.Pk. Newer
Swettenham outbreak.
The honor Pacific Ocean. The few remaining placement, reaching bottom,
uld 1ts balk. The gerc...ae tablet stsuoped C C C.
(fly Louise Malloy.)
produces small fissures were found along the ssna5s.d
Is Cilf• OW your looney bock.
was entirely unsought by the visiting earthquake regions
a
thud or jar, which in turn produces harbor
are scattered
Sterling Iterssedy Co., C bites° or N.Y. seo
front of the capttal.
Irelefinit
e—"Bill—I
Howhear
Jerry
scientists.
THE PLAY THAT TOOK NEW
It was rather thrust upon
the waves of vibrations in the earth ever,
high altitudes are not alwas,etruek good gold after sinking two them
by those who were apparently
YORK HY STOOK.
feet deeper le that haft you left."
glad of an opportunity to secure exA Literary Geffl and a Dramatic MasMeGuire—"Begob, thin; Gill never pert opinion regarding
a difficult site
eeao„sse...
terpiece, Scintillating with Wit, Come lave ;mother shaft until I sink le two
0 es
nation; and, besides, It reflected the
plicatione and Ludicrous Situations. feet deeper."—Sydney BuEetin.
popular sentiment which oondentnea
4'1?
COMPLETE PRODUCTION.
Swettenham's Reiff:on.
NOTHING BUT PRAISE
Anathema and abuse are the weapWhile the expedition was conductBIG BARGAIN MATINEE
ons resorted to only by a cause that is ing its investigation into
the cause
2.1c TO ALL.
already defeated.
and effect of the cataclysm, which
Night Prices Mc, 33c, 50c. 73c, $1.00
was the most disastrous one experiand $1.50.
It Is estimated that London's Latin- enced in that quaky region
since the
iries "se more than 750 tons of soap seventeenth cenury, when
Port Roya week,
al was destroyed, the local government solicitor and_ others concerned
MATINEE AND NIGHT.
In the drafting of new and more suitable highway and .building laws in
A (titanic Eruption of Laughter.
Kingston consulted with Professor
Twenty-etgath Annual Tour.
Brown, who recommended wider
streets and the adoption of stricter
regulations governing buildings materials and the style of archActure.
'roe Brown expedition, made possible through the _generosity of
friends •of the university, turned out
to be a rernarkable,enterprise owing
io the circumstance that it was the
only one organized to make a scientific- study of the tremendous upheaval.
Professor Brown reports
40--Celebrated
Makers-1-40
Fun
that owing to the faulty construe10—Big New and
Novel Acts-10
lion of many of the Kingston build2-0—Slycot-Voiced Moral Court-20
ings, due to the use of brick foundations put together wlfh poor mortar
THE BIG 0 COMEDIANS.
er6111
and the further mistake of laying
Clarence Powell,
Simpson,
Fred
out exceedingly narrow streets, the
Leeter Mclatilels, Frank Kirk.
destruction of both life and property
"mer Clay, lee Demon.
by the earthquake was much severer
than, to judge by the intensity of
IP nulled Scenic end Electrical Effects
the shock, should have ocenred. The
Presented by
Gorgeous Street Parade.
, shock, he says, was somewhat less
Willard Mack and Maude Leone and forceful than that which upset titan
Prices-25, 30 and 75c.
Frandaco nearly a year ago. The'
'Noire balcony reserved for colored a company otsuperlative artists,
weelabufit frame houses in the capipatrons.
Prices, Matinee:—Children, 10c, tal Suffered only a slight, interior
damage, such as he cracking of plast.
Real religion Its something alto- Adults, 25c.
Night:-1
5e, 25e, 35c and 50c, Cr. •
gether too big to toe confined In the
Tili4 part which the Brown sipsiitratebtlacket of reed.
Scats en sale Friday 9 a, m.
tilition Vapid In the posh of tet09-

38c

THE MODEL
112 S. S. ecand St , Paducah, Hy.
PADUCAH'S CHEAP CASH STORE

Ebe Kentucky

TO-NIGHT

our Stomach

Florence Davis
ELLIOTT DEXTER

"THE PLAYER MAID”

ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES

Friday Night, March 22

Saturday, March 23

RICHARD 86 PRINGLE'S
Famous Georgia

The
Mack=Leone Co.
in

MINSTRELS"Brown's

in Town"

THE FUNNIEST OF ALL
FARCE COMEDIES —A
LAUGH EVERY MINUTE

4.

Millinery Open*
Friday and Saturday, larch 22.23

The most superb, most beautiful, most
varied showing of trimmed and untrimmed hats ever before seen, priced at
prices to make it to everybody's intest to
buy here. Easter millinery in all its glory.

Harbour's Millinery Department

•
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Getting Yours?
Storage eggs hot,
Storage eggs cold.
Storage eggs In the pot
Two years old
—Milwaukee Sentinel.

Roosevelt's Literary Work.

It is to creative literary work that
the President turns for relaxation,
At the revent carnival at Grabeniand for a respite from the respons
gruen, Austria, no admission .tickets
bilities and worries of his office; of were used, but everyone who entered
these the general public can form no the theater was weighed and had to
appreeiation. Some - notion of the pay 1 cent a pound. Several fat men
militant forces with Which it has to and women refused to mount the
content was furnished at the close scales.
of the President's great fight to secure justice to all shippers alike, and
tots of men are suspicious of
tp the traveling public, on the great others because they know ehemielves.
highways of commerce. The Railroad Rate Bill was ready for passage
In the upper house of Congress, when
Senator Tillman disclosed the fact
that the President, through ex-Senator Chandler, had been carrying on
secret ,negotiations with the Democrats of the Senate. Charges were
made, and promptly denied from the
White House, that the President had
turned his back on certain Republicans of the Senate. A merry shindy
seemed imminent, but, after issuing
his temperate statement the PresiWhy he was
dent remained silent
able to keep still is now known.
Having made public his statement,
the President said to his secretary,
Mr. Loeb: "We are now in for a
week's ghost dance. Chandler and
Tillman and Batley must have their
eting. If I 'read what is said it will
naike„nie angry. So I'm going to ineif in an absorbing task. I
,
terest royer
of Owensboro, Ky., and shall write that article on the ancient
lawyer
d
talente
a
ts,
Clemen
Hon. La-Vega
deKnights of Columbus,, who will
Irish sagas."
Grand Knight of Owensboro Council
Flower*" ate a
in
/941
Is
thood
"Knigh
The "ancient Irish,,,sagas"—how
,
liver his ineereating lecture
at "The Kentucky" Thursday many peoele know anything about
given
be
to
inment
enterta
y
mentar
compli
15c Bottle
A
Knights of Columbus to their them? How many could coniPar,e the
evening, AirII 4th, by Paducah Council
Truly
Erse with the Norse sagas?
members, fa milies and friends.
remarkab:e Is the article in a recent
need magazine entit:ed, "The Ancient
d. No grown person
suppose
$1.75 Dozen
Dorm
- Mad
to Irish sagas." and signed, "Theodore
fear them, for all he has to do Is
"When a dog has rabies," said Dr.
get out of the way/ The dog will not Roosevelt." It is remarkeble for the
Hall, "he has lost control of his body
chil- high quality of the writer's literary 1
eheee him, Off course, young
His
Only at
and what he does is mechanical,
not style, and yet more particularly for
do
they
as
,
danger
in
are
dren
he
if
and
tarily
jaws snap involun
the deep study and comprehensive
know how to dodge the brute,"
encounters any object, whether aniInsight into an unusual subject.
bite
to
likely
ie
he
mate or loanimate,
make
you
why
see
He—"I don't
It. But a mad dog does not attack
One advantage In being very rich ,
of shopping."
as does an angry dog. He does not such hard work
Fourth and Broadway.
AU
is
that you do not have to worry'
don't!
you
course
She—"Of
pick ont a victim nor use any strategy
what the rest of the world r
bilis."
about
the
K.
to
0.
its
do
to
have
ng
from
sufferi
you
For this reason dogs
thinks about it,
rabies are less dangerous than Is —Detroit Free Press.
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OPIUM TRAFFIC
UNDER WORLD BAN

THE

IDEAL

SPRING

TONIC

GILBERT'S
Drug Store

United States to Take. Lead in
New Movement

Great Britian Joins to Suppress Trade
Which She Hid Most to
Build Up.

CHEAP
LOW PRICED
SMALLHOMES

WHAT CHINA HAN BEEN DOING

neighborhood;
Near city, fertile, high, dry land, In best
Washington, D, O., March 21, —
each the 240 acre
Have just platted into lots of about five acres
The United States government has
lands on west. Bounded
taken the initiative in inaugurating a
(Williams) tract, joining the Pines
Folvice.
between,
new war upon the opium
next to city by Perkins Creek and Pines lands
lowing a careful sounding of Great
Has 4138
Road.
Gravel
Buckner Lane Road and Hinkleville
Britian, China, and Japan, the three
just
road
said
Road,
countries directly interested, Asfeet frontage on Buckner Lane
with
Bacon,
on
State
front
of
sistant Secretary
front of this land. Has 757 feet
graveled in
the approval of President Roosevelt,
40 feet cross roads
Hinkleville Gravel Road, and plat gives
has extended an Invitation to all the
lot fronts either on
every
far
powers having possessions in the.
through the tract, so that each and
tioninterna
an
in
pate
roads. Most of the
partici
east to
these gravel roads or these newly opened
shall devise
al conference which
nicer land In Mclots front at each end on these roads. No
measures for the suppression of the
Ilinkleville road has
Cracken county. The 20 acres front on
use of opium if this be possible, or
so as to make ideal
at least its restriction.
lays
nice grove of forest trees on It and
Negotiations on this subject have
residence sites.
been in progress since Last September
d
$100.00 per acre, of
receive
nt
At this time the preside
Price on the Hinkleville road front is
from Bishop Charles H. Bret, since
monthly or quarterly paywhich $10 acre cash and balance in
1902 bishop of the Episcopal church
$65 acre on same
ments running live years. All other lots
for the Philippine islands, a letter
is difference in
of
there
spread
the
m,
to
on
unifor
calling his attenti
terms. While these prices are
choice. Come
opium smoking in Inc archipelago
get
desirability of lots and first customers
nd urging that international meastaken dozen lots before I
and see plat and list men who have
ures be taken by which the vice
home or investment lots
could be eradicated not only in the
could get the parcels staked off. For
hAmerican possessions but throug
this. On one lot is new
you lose opportunity if you fail to take
out the east. President Roosevelt
additional to cost of
$800
which is priced at
house
6-room
referred his letter to Assistant Secretary Bacon, Mr. Root at the time beland at $65 acre.
ing in South America, ajiid the latter at once sent instructions to the
American ambassador at London directing him .to ascertain from the
British Merriment if it would take
part in suclikeconference.
Great Britian Favors Plan.
The assent of Greet-Britian was a
prime requisite because India is the
home of the opium poppy, and- the
total value of the trade is $31,000,000 annually. Moreover, as is generally known, the British government
Old Phone 997-r
forced war on China in 1839 for the
purpose of compelling the admission
of opium, and this war proved the -11111.1n1111111.16entering wedge into Chinese comthe case of the death of employes at.
mercial and politics isolation.
States a decree was issued in Decemcapitol as well. Congress thus
the
presithe
opof
the
ation
of
gratific
the
To
culture
l
ber prohibiting the
a life insurance for the beneof
the
carries
dent and Mr. Bacon the reply
ium poppy and the use of its pros and some of its
British government was favorable, it ducts in any form save medicinal. fit of its member
to the extent of
nts
assista
of
force
ntative
being stated that a represe
Regulations were adopted for carryamong the many
would be sent to an anti-opium con- ing out this decree, the underlying one year's salary
able perquisites of officeference, if other nations Interested in purpose of which Is to stop opium and indefin
participate. Per, production and opium smoking with- solding.— Boston Transcript.
the trade would
haps the action of the British au- tag ten years. No new opium shops
The Paris municiptel- -council has
thorities was influenced by the fact will be allowed to open, and opium
uted 3,5,00 francs towards a
contrib
drug
this
in
At
trade
s.
that the Indian
smokers must secure license
late Prof. Currie,
was being menaced by the growth of the end of ten years all officers con- mounment to the
—
.
radium
of
rer
discove
tte
RobSir
reitself.
be
in
China
-the poppy
tinuing to smoke opium will
ert Hart, for years head of the Chi- moved from office; government gradIt is funny how political defeat
customs service, estimated tastes will be deprived of their denese
to see disaster ahead
several years ago that the total pro- !terees, and the common people will can help a man
.
country
his
for
ed
amount
in
China
gs
meetin
opium
of
duction
'be excluded from public
to 20;000,000 pounds per annum, and social gatherings, and. to make
while the (mports averaged about the punishment effective, will have
6,660,000 pounds. During the last their name; posted on streets of their
twenty years there has been a rapid native cities.
Increase in the area of poppy culti- I
Backed by Great Britain, Japan,
vation in Chtna and now opium is and China. the United States was in
produced in greater or less quantity l a position to call a conference, and
in every province.
Lthis has just been done. The powers
i 'Chinese authorities In 1903 sought .whith have been asked to take part
the approval of the British govern- ,besides those named are France,
ment to an increase in the tax on which owns Indo-China, Annan), Cam
Imported opium, but the British bodia, Cochin China, Tonking, and
government declined unless an equal Laos, territories having a population
Netherlands.
Increase was made in the tax on the of 21,400,000;
the
native production.
whose flag flies over the Dune) East
Japan Eager to Stop Traffic.
Indies, which have' a population of
, Raving secured the approval-of 36.000,000; Portugal, whose Asiatic
Great Britain. Mr. Bacon turned to possessions contest of several points
Japan and ascertained that that In India and he city of Mace° in
government also would take part in China, the total population of which
a conference. The disposition of the Is about 1.000,000, and Germany.
most
was
government
Japanese
which occupies. the port of Kiatichou
friendly not only because of its de- in Shantung province, and claims that
sire to end the use of opium at home province as Pa; sphere of influence.
but also to suppress it In its colony
or Formosa and in Corea, which is
Table Grapes from Belgium.
under is protection and in southern
The grape of ;rapes for the table
Manchuria. where so many Japanese
under ginee.
Good Hoe,
ia grown In Beiginne and
:are estah'ishing themselves.
It Is In no Arcadian rustic !mot that
regular price 25c,
Then representations were made to this ideal culturp flouristree, but in
China. That government for years the wide-awake metropolitan suburb
Special price 15c.
has been anxious ° Atop opium smok- of Hoeriaert, near Brussels.
Here
that four out of
ing. It is estlma
there is a who*, region of glass the drug. Many
12 Tooth Rake,
every ten Chinese n
nothing but glares over a wide vista.
attempts have been made in the past
of
elsews
The spectacle Is one at the
regular price 30c,
to suppress the habit by stringent
the country, for amateurs and sights
i laws, but theme were never enfoarced
Special price 20c.
seers alike. A grad many lowers of
except here and there by energetic
table fruit, wherse, interest in the subnot
,and patriotic viceroys, who were
ject extends no 'further than the desi themselves addicted to the vice and
stand, will ;probably bø mirprisg the strength of sert
,felt it was sappin
We carry a complete
to
learn, that it is from no native
ed
the nation. Perhaps one reason why
that
rt,
Hoeslae
I
hot-honors, hut ftrom
line of Shovels, Spades,
,the laws were not enforced effectivethe, areal fruiterers in Lonckm. Paris.
ly was the severity of the penalty imForks and gardcn trowels
the Riviera. Vienna, Berlin, St. Petposed for its vlolatien--strangu)ation.
—in fact, everything needg. and iniratile dean! even
A year or so ago Chinese commis- ertsbur
their
of
bulk
rrk, receive the
ed for the garden.
dons were appointed to visit Ameri- New,Tc
es.--London Globe.
ca and Europe for the purpose of winter auppli
eouhding publir sentiment respectCoagreasionrg Life Insurance.
ing klae opium trade. The commiewas
Five
thousand dollars each
hmen
looked
Englis
that
'sionnennti
mendsix
the
of
es
falltill
to
the
Ilwrorporwleit,
at the vice from a different point of voted
who have ‘iied In
,view than did their ancestors three- bars of Kingman
"Ilie House el Qsalitl."
office during the year. Hereafter $7.quarters of a century ago,
since a year's salepaid,
be
will
600
.
g
Oat
Slow
Reforrw
Workin
foe Mow 1
' China
412424 Wales,
standard. Sara a
As a result Of the commission's re- ry constitutes the
by congress la
port and the action of the Uultedettm Is artful voted

W. M. JANES
Trueheart Building
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With Easter only a few days away you must hurry a little to, be properly
prepared for the spring festival. Let us help you.

MEN'S and BOYS'HATS

MEN'S SMART SUITS

111111ffarters.

&The

We cordially invite you to inspect our
display of this season's most fashionable

newest block's in men's and youths'

headwear await your _selection.

We save

you a half dollar of the batters' prices.

clothing.
We will show you whst's what and not
obligate you to buy.
We specially direct your attention to our
large assortment of

$2.00,$2.50

and $3.00

If 3ou want a hat that is entirely new
and up-to-date we can recornMend the cele-

Smart Sack Suits for
$7.50 to $15.00

brated MALLORY CRAVENETTE.

Ask

to see them.

'1'11e seamon's_correct creations, artistically
tailored and equal to the best crstom

NEW SPRING SUITS

work.

Our Special $15 Suits

For Boys in the Gullet( Special
Quality from $1.50 to $5.

have no equal for the money.

We need gay no more to those mothers
a goods and prices than
'
who know Gullett

Men's Shoes

that the quality has been strictly maintained, and to those who have not favored

We are showing the newest styles in
Shoes and Oxfords and, as our stock is
large and varied, we can assure you that

us with their patronage, we would say that
our suits for boys at the prices we quote

we can please the most critical.

are without a rival.

We Specially recommend the

Crossett
Gullett's

Shoe at $4.00 anl the
Special at $3.50. They come in

Ali styles in Russian

and Sailor Blouses, Norfolk and
Breasted, for all ages.

all

Double

Priee

$1.50 to $5.00

styles and all leathers.

Union Goods Prevail
Here.

Remember it's always a little more
quality for a little lessi money at
GULLETT'6

See Our New and Elegant Display
of Easter Neckwear.

Signs of Spring

Special Prices

I

U.0.Oullett & Co.
•

312

111;t'orp''‘,

WE SAVE YOU MONEY ON EVEIALY,PURCHASE
InIt

L W. Hooneberger Co.

I

eiee,
•
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THAT EASTER SKIRT

STEAMBOATING
BEGINS DECLINE

sandbars 'three ii , the

low

water

THI-RS11", M H,CH 21.

PelliltielS RHEUMATIC FATAL.

•

from both elver, lines sad the rail-, %V ill1111 Fiske of Salina Is.Its Vidini
roals, playing one against the other
and Goes on Record as Fifth
for the lowest 'rates and the rail-of the. Kind.
roads usually made the lowest rates
„
and the steamboat companies in enSalina, Kan.—Willkarn Fiske, r
World's happenings, State, National and Foreign,
it's tit* now to be thinkdeavoriag to meet them were bank- meat- cutter, died at the age of 63
tog isbott the new clothes
1.,
Markets, Sports, Etc. The following papers deWhen the Railroad Building rupted.
i you
years, at the family home In this city
are going to get for
livered
cach day. No extra charge for delivery.
The St. Louis and New Orleans The cause of his death was a peeuliat
Eistcr and it's altat Lime
Starts Up iu Earnest
The Courier-Journal
Louisville Times
Author Line, the last line of steam- disease known as pellosis rheumatica,
to decide who is going to
The Cumuiertial-Appeal
Ste Louis Republic
ers operating between this city aid one of the most severe forms of purwake them. we are tuatiuThe itsamd-lierald
Chios•go Examiner
The
G
moats
ie
t
Chicago Tribune
fact u rers of:, Fine Tsilor
L.New Orleans, went out of business pure hemmorrhagica. According to
Figures show
Tile Poat-Diepatch
How Rapidly Haver
Nashville American
Made Sk i rts and sell direct,
ti 1898 but Capt. I. M. Mason, for a telegram from Laramie. Wyo., Mr
The News-Scimitar
ilnnau Ermuiren
Trade Succumbed to compeO.
to you -no dealer to get a
many sears president of the line, Fiske is the fifth person to be atTue StanClironicle
Chicago Daily News
(varying
in
lion
larade.
protit on your orders. We
says that difficulties resultirig fatal tacked with the disease in the United
will send samples, catato the line than the matter of rates. States. This however, may be a
logue and self-measureThe low water was caused chiefly mistake, although the trouble is not
Reglizterbffice, 523 Broadway
ment blinks to any adWAS WANING FORTY YEARS. by ae task of effectual improvement a common one.
dress in the rnited States.
of the river by the government.
William Fiske
had
been
sick
In from three to five days
,
No dtrect `river transportation be- about ten days. A few days ago he
after we get your order
tween this city and New Orleans has carried a quarter of beef from a
you will have your skirt—
St. Louis, March 21.—The decline
has been maintained since, the Anchor wagon in front of the store to the
tailored to your entire
of the steamboat business on the
Line went out of business. At pres- room and he said that while lifting
4Fattsfaction or money
Messiseeppl and tributaries affecting
ent shipments to New Orleans by the Meat he felt something like a
back; that's fair, isn't it ?
the trade of St. Louis began in '72,
river \you'd have to by trasferred at muscle In the hack give away. His
You cannot say your home is
If you would rather furwhen the railroads began to make
modem and- comfortable if your
elemples and again at Vicksburg, illness•dated from that time and he
nish your own material,
`inroads on the trade that had been
bralvoom fixtures are old, and
and the river lines are making no erew worse daily entiPthe end same.
send it to us by express
controlled by the steamboats. Trafunsanitary.
attempt to secure through builiness. He bled from the kidneys, bowels,
e prepaid. with measurefic on the Mississippi river revived
Modern plumbing and bath room equipment
They have abandoned it to the rail- syes, mouth, and nose, and there ap111C nt and
style skirt
after the war and was at the highest
peared to be other internal hemormakes -your horue healthy and comfortable.
roads.
wanted. We will furnish
ebb of its post reallon period from
"ilaadareplasubing fixtures are the must durable
rhages.
His body.Jecame covered
all findings and make you
1868 to 1872. From that year the - One line, having three boats, oper- with large spots th14 had the appearand sanitary fixtures made. We handle this line
decline was gradual, but not pro- ating between St. Louis and St. Paul ance of bruises, and they turned
and add our own guarantee to the manufacturers.
difin the midsummer season, confines
uouneed until about 1885.
We combine skilled, experienced labor with lea.
ferent colors, including yellow, green,
Traffic on the Missoari, however, Its business chiefly to passenger -ed and blue.
imitable prices and prompt service.
traffic.
Only one boat making two
was seriously affected
before this
The deceased is survived by a
time owing to the earlier extension trips a week, operates between this
widow
and four' children, three
city
and Peoria, in the Illinois river,.
of railroads into the Missouri river
Write today, while you think of it, to
daughters, all of whom are married,
where
in
the
early
seventies
steamTerritory and in 1885% only three
and a son, about 12 years of age. He
boats plying between St. Louis and ers were making daily trips.
came to Salina 'from Abilene about
As
yet
the effect of the abolition
Kansas City and none from St. Louis
two years ago. He had lived in Abito points above Kansas City. Quite of railroad rebates has not begun to
lene for many years.
1•1114MONIOCIII..m1018.....•
show
on
the
river business, as the
a number of small boats were plying
I IA. ors,"ra
The recent newspapers contained
in "short trades" on the 'Missouri boats have not yet fairly started for
THREE-CENT RATE IN CANADA form the board why they cannot do
a telgram from Laramie, Wyo., giv705 Broadway, Mayfield, Ky.
tile season. It is creating some
Ottawa, Ont., March 20.— The so.
as far up as Bismarck, N. D.
ing an account of a woman at that
railway commission today
ordered
For the pant fifteen years traffic talk among the steamboat men, al- place dying from the same
disease
the Canadian Pacific and the Grand "James Lane Allen's old home in
on the Missoari has been practicallY though litt:e, if any, effort has yet and stating that
is was the fourth
Trunk railroads to reduce passenger .Kentucky is again fez. sale, Senator ..
abandoned so far as direct connec- been made to increase the shipping case known in the country.
The telCUT FLOWERS.
facilities
by
WOODROW WILSON NAMED
-river.
rates to 3 cents a mile. The regula- Bailey of Texas, the present owner
tion with St. Louts was concerned,
egram follows:
FOR
tion
THE
goes into effect in GO days and having edvertised it.
PREISIDEN
CIN
but
at
the
present
efforts are being
Obobee Carnations, per doz. .... Set
"The fourth case of purpura ever
affects all lines east of and IncludSir Edward Tennant, Liberal mem- known In
made to revive it. A syndicate of
Roses, best grade per doz. .. $1.01
the United States was the
Washington. D. C., March 2,0.— Kansas City merchants healed by ber of Parliament, is now the largest
Roman Hyacinths, white, per doz. 5.Jt
Tbe average man thinks more of
cause of the death of Mrs. Sina ing Edmonton. Other'roads are to be
There
immediately notified and requested .an optimist, even if he
considerabl
is
e talk in Demo- L. H. Jones has announced that it Is individute owner of stock in the Lon- Barkhurst
A choice lot of Azaleas in
falls, than of
any
of Laramie. Purpura Is
to confoim to the decision or to in- 'a pessimist who Succeeds.
cratic eireles of Woodrow
Wilson, 'ready to organize a company with a don Times and the most authorative the most baffling
color, just beginning to bloom.
of all diseases and
Free delivery to any part of the president of Princeton University, as capital of 1200,000 to establish a member of the new board of direct- the recovery of a case has never been
the nominee of the next Democratic line of boats between Kansas City ors. ,He is a man of vast wealth, ac- known
city.
national convention for pre.,ident. In and St. Louis. A Nashville, Tenn., quired in the country's greatest
WHEAL'S tirt0S..
"Mrs. Barkburst was attacked by
fact, it Is freely claimed that a *steamboat- company will run two chemical works.
Moth phones 192
the disease. A hemorrhage of the
movement is on foot, backed by the boats on the Missouri from this city
entire body resulted, the blood from
LOW
Colt PANAMA SHOVM.S. forces teat dictated the nomination to Miami, 250 miles up the river.
the veins spreading over the entire
From 1869 to about 1899 vast
( body beneath the skin, including
of Judge Aiton B. Parker at
St.
the
Company at South Milwaukee, Wris., Louis. to push Mr. Willson forward quantities of grain were carried in
eyes. The body turned green, and
Makes Best Oirer.
from this time on In the hope of ob- barges from this city to New Qrleana
the color changed to gray except the
scuring the prospects of William J. for export. In 1899 low railroad
eyes, which remained green. Death
rates
to the seaboard and low-water
Washington, March
24.— The Bryan, who, by common Democratic
resulted."
•
consent, seems to have the. call on troubles tin the Mississippi caused
Bucyrus company of Soutt
The wife of W. W. Witherspoon, a
this
branch of transportation to be
House wiring, electric plants installed.
kee, Wise was the loe-est bidder for the nomination.
well k-nown colored man of the city
abandoned.
the twenty-two steam shovels to be
died from the same cause five years
Complete machine shop.
Figures given by the Metschants'
'used on the isthmus of Pennine, for
ago.
"What excuse can there be for a
122-124 N.Fourth kit.
Exchange relative to the river trafPhoims787
which proposals were opened today. I men's drieeking so Jones does?"
'fir of the past twenty years are as
_The price offer by this company on.' "pis wife refuses to speak to him
Harrimania
.
forows:
_ .
fifteen ninety. live-ton tetovels was when he's drunk'--New
First,.buy control of a railroad.
Boats aerivink in 1887, 2,361; In
$12,400
,each, delivered in Panama.
Second, look over the books. and
1906, 1.029.
disc-over the sums paid out of inand on seven fifty-ton shovels its !iroAs soon as a man realizes that be
Barges arriving In 1887, 1,172;
nical. was $7,000 eat% delivered at isn't absolutely essential to the in 1906,
come for improvements, but which
4417.
are charged to operation.
Colon.
world, be begins to be really useful.
Tons of freight received in 1887,
Third capitalize these sums.
652,880; In 1906, 325,900.
Fourth, pay yourself a dividend
Tons of lumber and hogs, by rafts,
from
the proceeds, in violation of
in 1887 213,165; in '1906. 1,1770.
law.
Tons of freight shipped out In
Fifth sell the road to a rival com1887, 637,060; in 1906, 89,185.
pany after the cream has been skimThe volume of business in 1887
We will furnish you with a servant that will stay at least
While Catarrh in its firststages
med.—Wall Street Journal,
was probably two-thirds of that of
one year—work night and day without complaining—will do
usually affects the head, it does not
1873, when the decline began.
stop there if the trouble is allowed to run on. The
your shopping, order your supplies, call the doctor, fireman
contracting of a
The number of students at all of
The statistics of the Merchants'
cold is generally the commencement of the unpleasant
symptoms of
or police—attend all your wants—All for $1.50 &
the German universities this winter
Exchange show a very material deringing noises in the ears, nose stopped up, mucus dropping
back
is 45.136. This Is equal to an inInto the throat, hawking and spitting, etc. The inner skin or
month. Call Contract Department No. 650 for particulars.
mucous cline In the receipts of lumber, by
membrane of the body becomes inflamed and secretes an unhealthy
crease of 159 per cent. since 1876-77.
mat- river, from the South in the past
ter which is absorbed into the blood, and Catarrh becomes
a serious and few years, the figures being as foliangerous blood disease. Every day the blood becomes more
heavily loaded lows;
Men would be better if they were
PALMER HOUSE
with these poisonous secretions, and as the poisoned blood constantly
passes
not so much afraid that they would
Poplar, In 1900, 6.355,700 feet;
through the lungs they become diseased, and often Catarrh
terminates in
1
miss something by it.
In 1906, 999,000 feet.
Consumption. Sprays, washes, inhalations and such treatment
do no real
good, because they do not reach the poison-laden blood,
Cottonwood
in 1900, 24,287,100
where the real
trouble lies. The only way to cure Catarrh feet; in 1906, 839,000 feet.
is to purify and build up the blood. S. S.S.
Cypress, In 1900, 8,029,700 feet:
has been proven the remedy best suited for In 190Ce;
1,627,300 feet.
this purpose. It goes down to the very
Ash in 1900, 1,961,270 feet; In
bottom of the trouble and removes every
trace of impurity from the circulation, 1906, 96,900 feet.
Oak. In 1900, 9.667,100 feet; in
High grade, medium and cheap bicycles. We sell them—we repair them—w
PURELY VEGETABLE freshens this life stream and, as this
healthy
e guarananteed them.
blood goes to every nook and corner of the 1906, 1,020,090 feet.
The very latest models with all the improvements are now on our floor.
System. Catarrh is driven out and a lasting cure-made. The
Call
Weei
and seF them. Buy
r
Against
inflamed memRebates*.
branes and tissues heal, the secretions cease, the head is cleared and
now pay later.
The railroads, by the rebate systhe entire
system renovated and put in good condition by the use of S.
S. S. Write tem have for years, made low
rates
for free book which contains valuable infermation about Catarrh
and ask to all river points
and the steamers
for any special medical advice von desire, without charge.
TiE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. AITIJUITA• CA. were obliged to Meet them, in addition to having to contend itith
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JOHN WILHELM, Local Circulator
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Modern Plumbing

A Perfect Fitting
Skirt for $3.00

E.D. Hannan

SILLS SKIRT CO.

Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

HY buy hand-me-down
clothes at tailormade prices when you can
get Real Tailor-Made
clothes, made here at
home. Exclusive patterns
and guaranteed to fit for
$25 and up.

Are You Looking
for a Servant?

PREPARES
THE SYSTEM
FOR CONSUMPTION

CATARRH

HARMELING
The Tailor,

PADUCAH HOME TELEPHONE COI, Inc,
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--- -EVERY M.tN A GAME WARDEN.

* Skin Diseases
Practically all skin diseases are due
to uric acid crystals from the blood
lodging in the tiny caliillary bloodvessels, cutting their way into thc
skin tissue, and constantly irritating
the nerves. All skin disease is evidence of an excess of uric acid in the
blood.
Uric acid is a part of your body's
waste matter, which your blood
should dissolve and throw out. But
if the "filters" of your body-the
bowels, kidneys and liver-become
clogged, or too much waste is produced by over-feeding, the uric acid
accumulates and forms tiny, cutting
crystals like sand. There is no
likelier place for these to lodge
than in the hair-like veins of your
skin. Where uric acid sand once
lodges, it collects more and more, and
in time must certainly cause one of
those frightful afflictions-eczema,
tetter,
acne, salt rheum,
pimples and boils.
There is only one way of curing
skin disease! Remove the uric acid.
Your skin trouble then disappears.
Salves and ointments are useless because they cannot reach the uric acid
deposits. , LIFE PLANT will reach
the blood and dissolve the uric acid
crystals, and the kidneys will filter
all impurities, thus restoring a healthful and vigorous skin. Take LIFE
PLANT at once. Read this:

•

Trig•PADUC'AIT EVENING SUN.
Minnesiota Bill Look* to Reward for
Itiforniation Rciative to t'iola-

Masquerader

lions Of Hunting Laws,
, St. Paul, Minn.--Eiery man in the

Vete will be a deputy game warden

PAGE ELEVEN.

Do You Like Holiest,
Oak Dale Hotel
port, Ill.
Square Dealing? Wes $1Brook
a Day.
Enrytkiag 0 I
Mrs I / Lactase, Prepristrina
Dr. Pierce's world-famed medicines are put out under the belief that
publicity is the best possible guaranty of merit, and that the most intelligent people generally want to know what they take into their stoat-,
actin, whether it be as.food,drink or medicine. Although it was a bold
step to take, and quite out of the usual practice of makers of proprieREMOVED TO THIRD AND
tary medicines, yet Dr. Pierce, some time ago, decided to publish broadKENTUCKY.
cast and on all tis bottle-wrappers all the ingredients entering into the
Book
Binding,
Bank Work, Legal
composition, or make-up, of his celebrated family medicines. A square
and Libra* Work a specialty.
deal is-therefore assured every one using his medicines, for one knows
exactly what he or she is paying for when purchasing them, since every
ingredient is published in plain English on the bottle-wrappers and the
correctness of the same attested un.d..-r solemn oath. These several ingrediMETROPOLIS, ILL.
ents are selected from among the very best known to medical science
D. A. Bailey, Prop.
fos the cure of the various diseases for which these medicines are
Newest and best hotel in the city.
recommended.
Bates $2.00. Two large sample
The most eminent and leading meel- generally employed and yet so harmful,
rooms. Bath rooms, Electric Lights.
teal teachers and writers of all the in the king run, to most invalids when
several schools of practice have endorsed its use is long continued, even in small The only centrally located Hotel in
each of the ingredients enterir g into Dr. doses, cost Dr. Pierce several years of the city,
Pierce's medicines in the strurgeet poa- careful study and labor, with the aid of COMMER
CIAL PATRONAGE SOsibi terms. Th makers of Or, Pierce's skilled pharmacists and chemists to
LICITED.
me .6 es believe hat intell.gent people assist hint. Naturally, he does not care
do
ish to op n the'a mouths like to give away his scientific and exact
young bir 4 and gulp down processes for preparing these medicines,
a lot
whate
to thern,either in but he does want to deal in the most ST. LOUIS AN.113 TENNESSEE
the way o
a ,
or medicine, open manner with all his patrons and
RIVER PACKET COMPANY

if the general game and fish bill is
passed. The bill will be introduced
by
Representative Alvin Rewe of
Author at ''Thit Circle." EtcRamsey county and will embody his
suggestion that a reward be given to
Ceivertent. 1904. by Harrier te Brothers
any person furnishing information to
tae game and fish commission which
will dd to the conviction of violators
of the law. In the case of moose
(tinned from Yesterday.).
guished from past or future. With an and caribou the reward will be $50,
odd sense of confusion be turned to her for deer $25, and for game birds $10.
CHAPTER XXIX.
'This amount will be paid for each
ODER'S frame of Mind as he afresh.
"Then 1 am forgiven?" he said. Aact gird or animal 'but not more than
left Cadomm gardens was peeairl' be paid to any person at
culiar. Once more he was liv- unconsciously as he moved nearer he $250 '
ing in the present-the force- touched her arm.
one time.
At hie touch she started. All the
ful, exhilarating present, and the
The bill will be a reenactment of
knowledge braced him.
Upon one yielding sweetness, all the submission, the present game
laws with some
point his mind was satisfied. Lillian " that find- marked her tWo nights ago
The
Antrum) had found the telegram, and was gone. In its place she was pos- amendments and corrections.
it remained to him to render her find sessed by a curious excitement that date for the expiration of hunting
license will be changed from Jam 1
valueless. How he proposed to do .stirred n-hfie it perplexed.
Loder, moved by the sensation, took to Dec. 15. The
this. how he proposed to come out tripenalties for shipumphant In face of such a situation. another step- forward. "Then 1 ant ping game will be
made more severe.
was a matter that as yet was shape- forgiven?" he repeated more softly.
The bill alp wi:1 embody the sugHer
face
was
averted
as
he
spoke,
less in his mind; nevertheless the dangestion of Sehator C. A. Johnson of without knowing
ir.g of the patient.., and under this frank, open and
ger, the sense of impending conflict, hut he felt her arm quiver, and when
character of honest way of dealing, they may know
at
last
she lifted her head their eyes St. Peter making the open season properties and harrni
had a savor of life after the inaction
the agent. employed.
exactly what they are taking when using
FOR TENNESSEE RIVER,
of the day and night just passed. Chit- met. Neither spoke, but in an instant for muskrat from Nov. 15 to'April 1,
is •
.•
hint'ige
his medicines.
cote in his weakness and his entangle- Loder's armi were around her.
instead of Nov. 1 to May 1, as at fl41
e ex el' e
meth, am t i
eo le
What Do They Cure? This quesFor A long silent space they stood present,
ment had turned to him, and he In his
*014
not (
u
wino
CO
and
a:so the provision
tion is often asked concerning Dr.
strength and capacity had responded holding each other closely. Then, with against shooting
tilt In tgnortwo leading medicines,"Golden
muskrats.
It is
a sharp movement, Eve freed herself.
r. itree's me 'eines are made Piorce's
to the appeal.
Medical Discovery" and "Favorite Pre
stated
that
hunters
"1 have been troubled with eczema and rheuw
o
shooting
y
from
Her
the
color
roota
Muskwas
of
still
plants
high,
her eyes still
found seri ption."
His step was firm and his bearing asmatism for about two years. The doctor's medicine
The answer is that "Golden Medical
sured as he turned Into Grosvenor peculiarly bright. but the bunch of vio- rats in the spring occtisionally shoot growing in ihe.dapths of our American
did me no good, and other remedies I tried failed
forests.
They
are
compound
so
ed
that Discovery" is a most potent alterative
lets she had worn iti her 'belt had fallen ducks at the same tithe,'and the proalso. I got a bottle of Life, Plant and haven't used seuare and walked toward the familiar
cannot
they
elo
harm
in
any
ease,
even
to the ground.
or blood-purifier, and tonic or invigorvision Is intended to stop such mis- to the most delicate woman
it all yet, and it has done me more good than any- house.
or child. By ator and acts especially favorably in a Leaves
"Jobs," she said quickly, but on the takes. Only
Paducah For Tennessee River
thing else. I will recommend your wonderful
The habit of self deceit is as InsIdttrapping hereafter will be open publicity Dr. Pierce has taken his curative and healing
way upon all the
medicines out of the list of secret nos- mucous lining
medicine to other friends.'"
Every Wednesday at 4 p. m.
ow and tenacious as any vice. For one word her breath caught. With a touch al:owed.
surfaces
as of the nasal
of nervousness she stooped to pick up
trums, of doubtful merit, and made passages, throat,
PAULINE BROWN, Pataskla, Ohio. Moment on the night of his great
bronchial tubes, stom- A W. WRIGHT,
Spearing fish by artificial light also them REMEDIES OF
Master
the flowers.
KNOWN OOMPO- ach, bowels and bladder
speech
us
he
leaned
Chilcate's
curing a large EUGENE ROBINSON,
of
out
you have any skin disease write all
Clerk
4,oder noticed both voice and gesture. will be prohibited in the bill, and the ernos. They are therefore, in a class per cent. of catarrhal cases whether
carriage and met Chfleote's eyes Lotter
the
This company is not responsible
ail by themselves, being absolutely and disease affects
about it to l)r. I. J. Miser, President
the nasal passages, the
had seen himself and under the shock "What is it?' he said. "What were seining of minnows in lakes where In every sense non-secret.
of the Life Plant Co., Canton, Ohio, of revelation
you going to say?"
throat, larynx, bronchia, stomach (as for invoice charges unless collected
they have been planted by ,the game
had taken decisive action.
By this bold step Dr. Pierce has shown catarrhal dyspepsia), bowels(as
But she made no answer. For a sec- and fish commission
and get his advice free. Our very But In the hours subsequen
mucous by the clerl. o' the boat.
will be stopped. that his formulas are of such excellence diarrhea), bladder,
t to that
uterus or other
valuable book-GOOD HEALTH- action_ the plausible, Inner voice had ond longer she searched for the violets,
that
he
The date for fishing season
is
not.
afraid
subject
to
them
to
pelvic
on
organs. Even in the chronic or
then
mailed to anyone free on request.
• whispered unceasingly, soothing his up as he bent to assist her she stood Lake Superior will be changed to the fullest scrutiny.
ulcerative stages of these affections,
quickly
There is a badge of honesty on every is often successful in effecting cures. it
THE LIFE PLANT CO., Canton, O. wounded self esteem, rebuilding stone ha missed and laughed-a short, em- conform with the laws of other states.
laugh.
bottle of Dr. Pierce's medicines in the
by stone the temple of his egotism, onThe"Favorite Prescription" is advised
"How absurd arldlnervens I am!" she At present Minnesota sportsmen have full list of its ingredients duly attested for the cure of one class of diseases
Ill at last when Cbileote, panic stricken
only
correct
as
under solemn oath._
-those peculiar weaktweses, derange.,
11-SILL Iallotld PIO
_
at his own action, had burst Into -his exclaimed. ._"Like a sehpOlziri Instead fifteen days less AM the lake than the
No(net medicines put up for general ments and irregularities incident to
bitWeen Memphis, Evanssportsma
n
of other states.
•stfunq 'uotg rooms ready to plead or to coerce he
use through druggists can make claim women. It is a powerful y41 genville.
Louisville, Cincinnati, St
Authority to arrest violators of to any such distinction, and none other
'winnow sears 'poops `seaseejoqi aoj had found no need for either coercion
tly acting invigorating tonic and
Louis and Vicksburg. Leaves
or entreaty. By a power more subtle
the law when caught in the act will than Dr. Pierce's medicines have any strengthening nervine. For weak,wornMemphis every Tuesday for
and effective than any at his command
be extended to the executive agent such professional endorsement of their out, over-worked women-no matter
ingredients. Such professional endorse- what has caused the break-down,
Loder had been prepared for his comEvansville. Louisville and Cin"Faand
wardens
without
warrants.
ment should have far more weight with vorite Prescription" will be found
s,us.ioa .a %HI Miti) not no out alp( ing-unconsciously ready with an acmost
cinnati. Leave Cincinnati every
the afflicted than any amount of lay, or effective in building up the strength,
dn apis Steam aqj aavil flI noA quiescence before his appeal had been
Wednesday for St. Louis, Memnon-professional, endorsement, or testi- regulating the womanly functions, subLARGE
ESTATE
GOES
TO HEIRS.
palette. It was the fruit of this preparamonials.
phis and Vicksburg. Pass Paduduing
pain
and
bringing
about
a
healthy,
tion, the inevitable outcome of it, that
Of course, the exact proportion of vigorous condition of the whole system.
cah going up every Thursday.
strengthened bet step and steadied his
Million Dollar Fortune „ef John 8. each ingredient used in Dr. Pierce's
Women suffering from diseases of long
)1°Tr1
"
8
Parts Pad ueati going down every
hand as be mounted the steps and
medicines as well as the working formula standing, are invited to consult Doctor
Doe Divided Up.
Sale land reliable, they opened
Saturday.
manner
or
of
preparing
the
same,
the
and Pierce by letter, free. All correspondhall door of Chilcote's house
overcome woeskness, InSan Francisco, eat-The estate of the specially devised apparatus and ap- ence is
held as strictly private and
crease vigor, banish palms. on that eventful afternoon.
pliances
employed
in
their
John
manufactu
S.
Doe,
re, sacredly confidential. Address Dr. R.
who
died
some
G.
years
No remedy equals DR.
The dignity, the air of quiet solidity,
are
withheld
"from
pnblicity
that
Dr.
V.
MOTTS PENNYROYAL PILLS Impressed
Pierce,
Buffalo N. Y.
ago in this city and left about $1.him
as
never
it
failed
to
do,
Offiee Richmond House.
Pierce's proprietary rights may be fully- Dr. Pierce's Medical . Adviser (1000
Sold by Diuggi,ts and Dr Moos
000,000, came up for settlement be- protected front such unprincipled imiChemical Co., Cleveland, Ohio. as he crowd the large hall and ascendTelephone 66-R.,
pages) is sent free on receipt of 21 oneed the stalrs-the same stairs that he
fore Judge Coffey. Judge Coffey di- tators as might be piratically inclined. cent stamps for paper-covered, or
by Alvey & List.
31
•restsa
ramiumbanimmumpamewt
had passed down almost as an outcast
preparatio
The
n of these medicines stamps for cloth-bound copy. Address
vided the estate into two parts and
without the use of a drop of alcohol, so as above.
not so many hours before. He was fillgave one-half to Mary Marguerite
ed with 'the seneo of -things regained.
Doe, the 15 year old daughter of John
Belief in his own star lifted him, as It
DRAUGHONS
S. Doe, and the other, half to Eleanor
had done it hundred times before in
H. Stetson, wife of
these same surroundings.
B. Stetson,
ga4i7e460/44
He quickened his steps as the sensapresident of the California railroad
tion
came
(Incorporated.)
him.
to
Then,
reaching
the
In most eases are direct resulta of
company.
Capital
bead of the stairs, he turned directly
$2.30,000.00
NNW 312-311 Irsanity. eel NASIVall
WEAK KIDNEYS and LNFLAMDuring the proceedings Attorney
surplus and undivided profits.
toward Eve's sitting room and, gaining
27 Colleges in 15 &WA's POSITIONS
100,000.00
ma
NATION OF THE BLADDER. the door,
Charles Oatman appeared in court,
cared or money REFUNDED Also
teach gy
Stockholders liability
knocked. The strength of his
=0,000.00
MAIL. Catalogs', will convince you tb•
The strain on the Kidneys and in eagerness, the quick beating of his
and, under a provision of the will
UrsaySon's THU BitST. Call or sisasi
lot
flamed membranes lining the neck
catalogue.
which allowed a legacy of $5,000 to
pulse as he waited for a response, surTotal
$500,000.00
prised him. He had told himself many
of the Bladder producing these
the nephews of John S. Doe, said "ne
Total resources
$985,453.=
times that his passion, however strong,
EVANSVILLE,
pains.
had a letter from Loring B. Doe, a
PADUCAH
AND
DIRECTORS:
"Thin I nut forvtven f" he sold.
wsnld never again conquer as It had
nephew, who has not been heard
Bradshaw
F.
W.
,
of
Bradshaw
done two nights ago, and the fact that of a \cornett of twenty-four. You must
& Bradshaw. .tttorneys; J. A.
CAIRO LINE.
from for seventeen years. Frank L.
Bauer, Wholesale Pottery; Louis F. &one of Kolb Bros. & Co.,
he had come thus candidly to Eve's help me to be sensible." Her cheeks
Doe,
(Incorpor
another
ated)
nephew,
appeared
in
room was to his mind a proof that still burned, her manner was stilt
Wholesale Drugs; H. A. Peace*. of H. A. Petter 'Supply Co.;
Boat
-temptntIon could be dared. Neverthe- cited, like one tele, bolds an emotion court and was awarded his legacy.
Supplies; C. F. Rieke, of C. H Rieke & Sons,Wholesale Dry Goods;
Evansville and Paducah Packets.
lees there was something disconcerting or an impulse at bay.
He presented the letter from his
:Roscoe Burnett, Supt. & Treas. Pad. Water Co.
to a strong man in this merely physical
Loder lookea at her uncertainly. brother, who left Maine over sevenGISX:i. C. THOMPSON, President...
perturbation, and when Eve's voice •'Eve"-- he began afresh with his odd. teen yars ago.
The letter was from
T. J. .ATKINS, Vice President.
Two doses give relief, and one box came to him, giving permission to en- characteristic perseverance, but she Phoenix, Ariz., and said in part: "I
ter, be paused for an instant to steady Instantly checked hfue There was a
ED. L. ATKINS, Cashier,
Will Mira any ordinary case of Kidhimself. Then, with sudden decision. finality, a faint suggestion of fear, in will be glad to give to you the power
ney or Bladder trouble. Removes he opened the door and walked Into her protest.
of attorney to act in my behalf to
(Dai)y Except Sunday.)
Gravel, cures Diabetes, Seminal the room.
"Don't:" she said. **Don't: I don't collect my legacy, but if tny presence
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
Emissions, Weak and Lame Back,
The blinds were partly drawn, there want explanations. I want to-to en- in court is necessary it is impossible STRAW HAT HILES THE JURY, and slaves for their two children. Hopkins, leave
Paducah for Evanswas a scent of violets In the air, and a joy the moment without having things for m eto get the money."
Rheumatism and all irregularities
Do you want to know Why- this man ville and way landings at
11 a. m.
of the Kidneys and Bladder in both fire glowed warmly fn the grate, lie analyzed or smoothed away. Can't you ,The nephews claimed the $5,000 They Got a Glimpse of the First of put her in a position wnere she would
Special excursion rate now In efunderstan
('ant yiu see that I'm
d?
noted
these
things
carefully,
telling
men and women. Sold at 50 cents
experience such hardelitp in addition fect from Paducah
the Season and Rushed for the
to Evansville and
himself that a man *Mould always be wonderfully, terribly happy to-to have due them and interest since the death
a box on the No Cure No Pay basis
to his tyranny? Because he loved return, $4.00. Elegant
Street.
alertly sensible of 'bis surroundings. yon-as you are,' Again 'her voice of John S. Doe. Judge Coffey said
music 011 the
by McPherson's drug store, Fourth Then all at once the nice balancing of broke--n break that might have been he thought the missing nephew should
her.-Ateh MOD Globe.
boat. Tabl unsurpassed.
and Broadway, sole agents for Pa- detail suddenly gave way. He forgot a laugh or a eob.
appear in court. He, however, made
Kansas City, Mo -Twelve men
The sonnd was an emotiortal crisis, provision to. pay the claims should
ducah, or sent by mail upon receipt everything hut the one circtunsta nee that
STEAMER DICK FOWLER
The faster a man travels the hardbed just 'been assigned to jury sergiro. was standing in the window, her as such a sound invariably is. It ar- he allow them.
of price to Lark Medicine Co., Louvice
in
it
to
is
for
er
Pleas
the
court
him
on
pay
Common
re --a
as he goes.
! 0 • if
heck to the light, her face toward him. rested and steadied her. Fot a moisville, Ky.
Leaves Paeacah for Cairo and way
the west side this morning when one
With his pulses beating faster and an ment she stood absolutely still, then
"I hear that you called me a lanit
landings at 8 a. m. sharpe, daily, exhem glanced out the front winunsteady sensation in his brain, he mov- with something very closely resembling
cept Sunday. Special excursion rates
her old-repose of manner she stooped shark " said the real estate dealer. dow.
ltN AND W0111011 ed fotward, holding ont his hand.
again and quietly picked up the flow- hotly. "Yee" said the customer,"and
✓ Riau
now in effect from Paducah to Cairo
"Eve"- he said below his breath.
nnnatura
"111, there goes a man down Min4aebareee.talltadmiusci.40
But Eve remained motionless. As he ers still lying at her feet.
I desire to apologize for it. The lots nesota avenue, wearing a straw hat,"
awl return, with or without meal
irritations ne ulceration
at Mucous tainobranee
"Now." she saki quietly, "I must any you sold me are
some into the room she had giant-4.d at
and room. Good music and table ununder water at high he cried.
Painless, old art week
hfro-a glance of quick, searching ques- what I've wanted to say all Moue.
. gentflfI.
surpassed .
tide. You're reeely a marine shark." "Let's chase 'him and take it away."
O61414
tion, then with equal suddenness she How does it feel to be a great man?"
a awl l phie wrepay,
However, even this concession did another said.
For further information apply to
b, expreae, ).esp5id, IC tied averted her eyes: As he drew close Her manner was controlled, she looked
S. A. Fowler General Pass. A gent, or
at hint evenly snd directly; save for not seem to restore the entente corit her DOW feb0 remained finmovable.
The rush for the stairway which
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
"Eve"- he esid again. "I wanted to the faint vibration in her voice there Male.- Philadelphia Ledger.
ensued could not be stopped, even
see you-1 wanted to explain about yes- was nothing to Indicate the tumult of a
Ftrwler-C
rumbaugh & Co's. claw
by the court officers.
Yelling like
terday Ind %bout this morning." Ile moment ago.
I nthe Past ten years this country's Indians the twelve men ran down
Both phone-, No. 33,
But Loder was still' uncertain. lie
l'ininind. Soddenly disturbed. The full
iron output h-as increased 162 per te street after their victim.
remembrance of the scene in the (-aught her hand, his eyes smirching
rent.
NEW SUBSCRIBERS.
Th'ey surrpfinded him, did a war
brougham bad fintrirtel up at sight of hers.
dance stunt, and then one lifted the
"But Eve"- he began.
Holds out another advantage
her-had'risen a flat", unqtiencheble
Then Eve played the lapt card in her
recollection. "Eve"- he began again
offensive hat from the head of the
List of new subscribers addled by
to you. Ours is a brand new
mysterious game. Isibriting quickly
in a new, abrupt tone.
trembling, man. Each stamped victhe Neat Tennessee Telephoto. Chace
And then It waii -that EvP. showed and nervously, she timed her bend and
store and every drug and
iously on it as it lay on the ground.
patty today:
herself in a fresh light. From his en- laid it over his niout h. '
Theft
they
collected
$3 among them2212 Rogers, Lula, Res., 500
chemical in the stock is fresh
"No!" she said. ,"Not one word! All
teenee into the mord elle bad stayed
selves. This Was given to their vieElisabeth St.
Motionless, save for her first glance of this past fortnight has belonged to
and full strength.
ENerytint with the admonition not to buy
2-543--Seneer, Mrs. A., Res. Sig
acute Inquiry, hot now her demeanor you; now it's my turn. Today Is mine."
thing you would expect to
ehenged: For elmost the first time In
a straw hat so early in the season
South Fourth street.
(To
be
Oostniniel
l.)
Tder's knowledge of her the vitality
hereafter.
Gold Shell Crowns
76 44 a--G rief, John, shop, 318
find in a first-class drug store
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a decision T would dismiss you from
ward him, her warm color deepening.
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Washington
every
way.
Our telephone
her eyes suddenly light.
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prompt
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$1
from
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Drop
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That Thing
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you see that It's enough to- to PPP you
and see the 1907 models
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By KATHERINE CECIL THURSTON,
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NEW STATE OTEL

psoriasis,

STEAMER CLYDE

It

LEE LINE STEAMERS

MOH 1000 S1N33110

PENNYROYAL PILLS

F. PHILLIPS, Agent

Backache,
Pain in the
Hips and Groins

American-German National ,Bank

ARK'S
KIDNEY
GLOBES
WILL CURE IT

Our
Prescription
Department

The present that
will please as an
Easter offering is

Gut Prices in Dental Work Until
April 1st,

A

KODAK

ROGERS' LIVERWORT

McPHERSON'S

Dr. King Brooks

Store.
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S. H. Winstead

0411 PH) for filrtAllif

tutortmotide.
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Integrity-Satistaction-Accommo•
The Policy of the House of Weille is Absolute
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t it is the most varied and the most represenIF STATISTICS and our memory serve us righ
h we ever presented. The models are
collection of Men's and Boys' Garments whic
taive
authoritative; and still we have permitted
entirely new. What is more important, they are
They are altogether modest.
neither of these factors to influence our prices.
e is such a host of new
ther
,
style
one
any
to
s
elve
ours
ine
conf
ot
We cann
set its seal on what's to
things. Fashion has about made up its mind and
dominant notes:
be correct, and we Print below just a few of the
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The louse of Weille Specializing Clothes of Class
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THE PORTLAND-A long peak. three
button sack, with blind vents, one of the real
snappy styles, in young men's suits, which
we show in a variety of gray and brown tones.
$10 to

Priced from

$40

popuex-with
lar three button sack suits, made
fine,
treme sweep and center vent, made up in
blue
and
gray
French Worsteds, in brown,
tones. Priced from .__$7.50 to $35

THE HOPKINS-Another of the

THE WARWICK-A

•
.011

new four-button
sack with plain French back; one of•the real
swell Models of the season; it's in a vasiety
of striking weaves, richly tailored and priced
$7.50 to $35
from
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THE YALE-Another of the popular
three button college models made with long
lapels and Wide plaits in Herringbone effects.
Gun Club checks and a variety of smart patterns. Priced from

$10 to $40

33 inch two-button sack suit model, made with an English
back and cuffed sleeve; fancy pattern velours
and gray clan plaids; the swell young man's

THE VARSITY-A

suit; priced from.

_ .._s10 to $45

THE SUFFOLK-A

two-button double
breasted model, form fitting and flare bottom; it's one of the entreme styles that will
be popular in the large cities this season;
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•10,441_,b.
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$10 to $45

priced from.
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Favored Smart Spring Furnishings
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Emery Shirts, entirely new weaving ideas, shown in no
and
W.
&
E.
ttan,
Manha
oned
fashi
LY
XCLUSIVE
styles; figured effects and lightly traced stripes, woven
coat
or
plain
,
fronts
plain
and
d
plaite
:
stock
other
in any sleeve lengths and in any proportion to fii men who
shirts
e;
uniqu
utely
absol
are
that
ments
treat
s
madra
a price range from $1.00 to $5.00.
have hitherto been tied to made-to-order garments,
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New Nckwear Creations

Faultless Spring Footwear

Correct Spring Hat Styles

I he Neckwear specialties show n
for Easter comprise the newest creations of the great silk looms. Scotch
and Shepherd Plaids and the season's brightest ideas in all the accepted colorings---the new Four-inHards, Batswings and the latest
novelty for the told collar, "THE
YALE," makes its first appearance
in Paducah.

'We are showing all the late shapes
in Oxfords and high-cut Shoes made
by the world-famous designers of
Nettleton, Stacy -Adams and Barry,
perfectly combining beauty and comfort. The standard maintained irk
,
this department is fully in keeping)
with the "tone throughout the es$3.50 to $7
tabliihment

The authoritative styles is Derbies
for Spring in the new Soft Hat
Novelties are attracting a world of
favorable comment among men of
state. Graceful sapes and refined
colorings predominate. It's easy to
find a hat at Weille's this spring
which will meet with your instant
appr oval.

House of Weille in the Field of Quality of Juvenile Apparel
Bearing Evidence of the Limitless Resources of the
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Confirmation Suits

Keep in Touch
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Pair of Roller Skates Free With Each Sui
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y is undoubtedly the greatest in the histosy of the House of
Our Children's Department in *le and variet
for is here-Grays, Overplaids, Checks, Shepherd Plaids, Stripe.,
Weille. Everything the little man could wish
showing of the extreme new shades in Brown. • They Mlle in
• Shadow Weaves, Blue Serge. and a magnificent
Trousers, $2.00 to $10.00 There is also an endless variety of
Norfolk and Plain Jackets, Bloomer and Plain
Tucker and Sailor, ages 21-2 to 7 years, prict d from $2 00 to
novelty suits in Peter Pan, Russian Blouse, Buddy
vable style and colorir.g; priced very modestly.
$10.00. Our Wash Suite are shown in every concei

Exclusive Agents for
Manhattan Shirts,
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Most Far,Reaching Juvenile Style Show Ever Held in Paducah
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We have made apepreparation for. the important occasion this
season.
High graie blue and
black materials in threepiece double breasted,
2-piece double breasted
Norfolks with plain or
knicker pants; black
clay wor,t‘ds, blue Perim and wool thibits for
boys S to l ..t .$3 to $e
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